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Report from A16
Dance Reviewed
Letters from Student Government
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Looking Back at Atti
Attica Brothers share their experiences
and discuss the prison-industrial complex
byJMichael Haggerty
In 1971, the United States
prison system was burning.
Sixteen prison uprisings-four in
New York City-occurred within a
years time. As prisons began to
crowd and living conditions deteriorated, the political activism of
the '60s penetrated the walls.
George Jackson, a Black Panther
incarcerated in California's infamous San Quentin prison, published Soledad Brother, his
prison notebooks, and people
both free and incarcerated started waking up to the politics of
the prison state.
But the:, Jackson was murdered by prison guards and, for a
brief moment, everything
stopped. Days of silence and

J

Initiative, which brought Hettie
Jones to Bard in March, sponsored the event. They were joined
by Elizabeth Fink, a lawyer who
has been representing the Attica
Brothers in court since 1974.
The rebellion began early in
the morning on September 9,
1971. Two prisoners had been
brutalized the previous night and
an altercation between guards
and prisoners got violent. Several
prisoners stormed the gates of
'Times Square', the central area
of the prison connecting Attica's
four cell blocks. The bolts on the
lock were rusted, the gates broke
away, and, in an instant, Attica
was liberated.
After several hours of confu~
:r
~
I

~
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"A Look Back": (right, above) The cover of the Red Tide (as the Observer was
known for the '71-2 academic year) picturing the Attica prisoners speaking
with journalists; (right, below) Frank "Big Black" Smith; (left) Elizabeth Fink

hunger strikes were observed in
prisons across the nation. Two
weeks later, though, the fire
reignited when 1,200 prisons at
Attica in upstate New York
rebelled and took control of the
prison for four days.
The rebellion ended with
one of the worst incidents in U.S.
history of state violence directed
against its own people. When the
cloud of tear gas cleared from
the prison yard, 39 people were
dead-ten guards and 29 prisoners, all killed by New York State
police bullets.
Last week, three "Attica
Brother~"-Frank "Big Black"
Smith, Eddie Ellis, and Edward
Kimanthi Dengle-visited Bard to
speak about their experience in
the Attica rebellion and Attica's
relevance to contemporary
America. The Bard Prison

sion, about 1,200 prisoners
organized themselves in D yard,
one of the prison's four recreation areas. They quickly established a security force, of which
Smith was the leader, both to
protect themselves and the 39
hostages they had taken. At the
same time, the prison guards
were acting fast; they managed
to resecure three of the cell
blocks.
Once D yard was secure, two
inmates from each block were
elected to represent the prisoners in negotiations. "Observers"
were invited to Attica to negotiate
the prisoners' demands; among
them were Tom Wicker, the noted
New York Times journalist and
Bobby Seale, the Black Panther.
After four days, however,
New York State Governor
Rockefeller still refusad to meet
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the prisoners' demands
and ordered the mass of
the New York State Police
to converge at Attica.
As Fink explained,
while the rebellion was
for the most part a
spontaneous event, the
problems in Attica had
been brewing for
months. Inmates were allowed
only one shower each week and
given just one roll of toilet paper
per month. The food in the mess
hall was not congruent with the
diet of Islam, the religion of many
of the prisoners. And race baiting
guards (Attica's staff was entirely
white) frequently incited fights
between Black and white prisoners.
Several weeks before the
rebellion, a group of inmates calling themselves the Attica
Liberation Faction, presented the
warden with a list of demands.
They were ignored.
For the Attica Brothers,
Attica has become a thirty year
struggle. While the event at Bard
last week was "a look back," it
also signaled a turning point.
Fink recently won two important
civil suits against the state of
New York.
In the first, "Big Black"
Smith was awarded $4 million for
the violence directed against him
in the aftermath of the uprising.
Smith was, as his brothers attested, the leader of the community
of prisoners at Attica. He
coached the football and basketball teams and acted as a
"stand-in" father for many of the
younger inmates. As a leader-as
the head of the prisoner security
force-he was singled out by the
guards and police.
Smith was made to lie on a
table for six hours and balance a
football beneath his chin while
guards dropped lit cigarettes and
shotgun shells on him and beat
him with billy-clubs. The guards
threatened that he would be
killed if the football fell.
Smith was the last person to
be taken back into the cell blocks
from the yard after the rebellion
ended and the last person to run
the gauntlet of guards that every
inmate involved in the uprising
was forced through.
The second case Fink won
was a class action suit against
New York State on behalf of a
thousand of the Attica Brothers.
In January, they were awarded $8
million-which amounts to about
$25,000 per person. In addition,
all of the prisoners convicted for
crimes committed during the
rebellion have been pardoned.
But no monetary reimbursement can compensate for the
crimes committed by the state in
September 1971, Fink says.
Every prisoner who was at Attica
suffers from post-traumatic
stress disorder.
"Attica is all of us. Attica is
integral to the American experience, " Ellis said, emphasizing
the importance of keeping the
struggle of Attica alive. "Attica

stands
for the proposition that, even in
the face of overwhelming arms,
we can be successful."
Fink also underscored the
significance of working to expose
and counter state injustices. In
an emotional moment towards
the end of her talk, she said, "It
may be that I'm Sisyphus, but the
rolling of that rock up that hill is
meaningful. And I've seen it go
over the hill in my lifetime."
She received a standing ovation.
Now that the 25 year legal
battle is for the most part over,
the Attica Brothers are looking
forward towards the future. Smith
now works as a para-legal investigator and Ellis is President of the
Community Justice Center in

Harlem.
Ellis spoke at length about
the growing pervasiveness of the
prison-industrial complex and its
dangers-both in terms of disenfranchising a large portion of
society and in creating an
exploitative labor market. 'Made
in U.S.A.' can be read almost
synonymously with 'Made in
China.'
One result of Attica was an
increase in prison education programs, which Ellis says are now
becoming rare. He cited the New
York State budget which, in the
past few years, has increased
prison spending by $800 million
and reduced education funding
by $750 million.
"There is something fundamentally wrong with a system
that favors incarceration over
education," he said. He also
engaged the assembled students
in some imaginary work: Think of

the
possibilities if 70,000 prisoners
were to leave prison with a B.A.,
M.A., or Ph.D in their hands.
Ellis and Smith didn't hesitate to put the onus of the work
to be done in prisons on the students. They applauded the
efforts of the Bard Prison
Initiative, which moved a step
closer last week to establishing
an education program with one
of the nearby prisons.
President Botstein called a
meeting between the members
of the Prison Initiative and several members of the administration
to discuss how such a program
will be established.
"Think about how you see
yourself as being a part of the

problem and a part of the solution," Smith said. In a somewhat
philosophical moment characteristic of his personality, he added,
"It does make a difference, if you
make it a difference."
The speakers were also documented by filmmaker and a
journalist from Columbia
University; their attendence lent
a feeling of historical importance
to the night.
The event last week was
something like having Guy
Debore or Huey Newton sit down
and tell you all about their own
revolutions. The presence of
Fink, Ellis, Smith, and Dengle in
the Olin Language Center
brought Attica out of the confines
of 'history'-lt was real.
"It's fun to play David and
Goliath if you win all the time,"
Fink said. "And I win all the time
because they're stupid and
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Big Box, Small Town
Red Hook residents dismayed at proposed

I

byjMatt Dineen
ARTHURAND HOWARD Hannaford
opened their first fruit and vegetable stand in Portland, Maine in
1883. They unwittingly established what would become a
multi-billion dollar supermarket
company that today has become
the subject of a town-wide debate
within Red Hook.
This is because the
Hannaford Bros. Co., now based
in Scarborough, Maine, has proposed to build a supermarket on
Route 9, just outside of the traditional village commercial center.
Opponents of the project feel
that it is unnecessary and is
another case of corporate
encroachment on a small town,
but supporters welcome potential
economic benefits and shopping
convenience. The issue has
drawn large crowds to town hearings.
The Hannaford Bros. Co. is
now the sixth largest supermarket
company in the nation, and a subsidiary of DelHaize America which
is owned by DelHaize Freres of
Belgium, a multinational corporation.
It currently operates 156
supermarkets and food and drug
combination stores in eight
states. These include stores
under both the Shop N' Save and
Hannaford Food & Drug names. A
publicly held company with annual sales and other revenues of
$3.5 billion, Hannaford employs
24,000 "associates."
In 1902 the current name
was incorporated. Hannaford
operated as a food wholesaler in
1920, eventually expanding their
fruits and vegetables to include a
full range of modern grocery
items by 1927. In 1944 the company expanded again, this time
into the retail business. During
the late 1960's Hannaford moved
"aggressively" into grocery retailing and officially became a food
retailer in 1970.
The following year, net earnings reached $1 million, as the
company began selling common

stock. By 1987 Hannaford had
sales of $1 billion. The company
steadily expanded throughout the
1990's.
Hannaford declares that it is
"important to be part of the community where they do business."
Recent efforts have included a
"team up" with Procter & Gamble
to "aid local schools," a pledge of
$250,000 for the construction of
the Gulf of Maine Aquarium, and
a variety of other donations. The
company claims that "Our values
add up to value ·for our customers, our associates, and our
shareholders."
Every Hannaford product
comes with a "double your money

back guarantee."
Last week the company held
the grand opening of its Shop N'
Save store in Waterboro, Maine.
The executives at Hannaford are
confident that a similar ceremony
will soon take place in Red Hook,
giving them 157 outlets on the
East Coast.
On December 20, 1999 the
Red Hook town hall was filled to
capacity to watch only (no public
comments were allowed) as five
Hannaford corporate representatives presented their plans for a
47,770 square-foot supermarket
on a 17-acre parcel off Route 9
near Holy Cow.
Citizens learned that the
store will bring more cars and
truck traffic, require the widening

One of the prided aspects of life at
Bard College is the way that students,
despite being a part of the surrounding
communities, are typically isolated and
protected from the world around them.
However, this does not mean students do
not actively work to improve life outside of
Bard.
The Poughkeepsie Institute,
America's only collaboration between a
college and a municipality sanctioned by
municipal legislation, integrates Bard students, along with students from Vassar
College, The Culinary Institute of America,
SUNY New Paltz, Marist College, Dutchess
County Community College, and the City of
Poughkeepsie, in a project that helps
study and resolve social problems in
Poughkeepsie while providing students
with college credit.
The Institute has organized one class
per semester in which students from all
six of the involved colleges meet on
Wednesday evenings from 6 p.m. to 9
p.m. in downtown Poughkeepsie at the
Family Partnership Center; students also
spent time on the streets speaking with
community members, conducting polls,

Hannaford superstore

of Route 9, the installation of
another traffic light, and the creation of its own septic and water
well because no such service currently exists to the site.
The people of Red Hook have
generally expressed their disdain
for chain stores, or what some
refer to as the "big box," in their
town. According to town surveys,
92% of the town residents have
said they want to "preserve the
rural town character" of Red Hook
and 82% said the Village Center
should remain the primary commercial center of the town.
Activists say the town's entire
planning process has been based
on developing "small retail and
service businesses." They feel
that a Hannaford supermarket

would go against that. There have
also been concerns raised about
the potential environmental
impact of the project by groups
such as Scenic Hudson.
There are some citizens,
however, that do support the proposal of the grocery chain.
Teacher of history at Linden Ave.
Middle School, Linda Greenblatt,
for instance, feels that it would
benefit the town. Greenblatt,
chairperson of the Red Hook
Democrats, also believes that
"the silent majority is for it."
Red Hook residents Dave
Janik and Lou Thomas, both Bard
seniors, are vehemently opposed
to the supermarket. "In Red
Hook," said Janik "it would be so
out of place and weird." Thomas

and collecting various forms of research
data.
The goal of the program is to take
students out of the classroom and give
them hands-on experience, that benefits
living conditions in Poughkeepsie at the
same time.
The execution of these goals is centered around an alternative curriculum
that is taught through an unconventional
teaching style. Students spend a minimal
amount of time in a classroom setting,
most of the work they do is field study,
with the streets of Poughkeepsie as their
laboratory.
The students then present what they
learn as a multi-media report that
includes a fifty page study, a fifteen
minute documentary, and a photography
exhibition. For their final exam they hold a
press conference for local media.
Students from the Culinary Institute provide meals for the homeless as a supplement to the required tasks of the course.
There are 27 students enrolled in this
year's course, and they are being taught
by a five person team composed of an
ethnographer, a politician, a sociologist, a

believes that, from the perspective of the workers.
"It isn't as alienating working
for independent grocers." He
would rather work for Tiberio's
IGA on the other side of town
because the owner is a local man
and it is an independently owned
and operated supermarket. He
added that, "I think it's better to
have a local asshole than a
national asshole."
Jonathan Cristo!, also a Bard
senior but not a resident of Red
Hook, disagrees. Although he
claims "not to really care about
the issue" since he won't be in
the area next year, he feels that
the IGA in Red Hook is just as bad
as a Hannaford store.
Cristo! pointed out that IGA

Kingston has deterred many elderly drivers from shopping there.
She is also dissatisfied by the
abundance of boutiques and bakeries in the village center, pointing out that a few decades ago
the town had several grocery
stores.
Two weeks ago Hannaford
submitted a draft scoping statement to the Red Hook planning
board. It has 60 days to revise the
draft document. The board
received an alternate draft last
week from Poughkeepsie lawyer
Richard Cantor addressing more
community concerns than the
original.
Cantor, representing a group
that opposes the supermarket,
addressed several concerns,

Before and After: A deserted orphanage sits on the proposed site for the

Hannaford grocery on Route 9.

employees have been discriminated against in the past and that it
ia also a chain~
added
that Hannaford's Kingston outlet
provides a more extensive vegetarian selection compared to the
IGA.
Greenblatt has other concerns about the IGA and the current state of the town's commercial center. She expressed that
many Red Hook citizens already
shop at the larger supermarkets
in Kingston because of the IGA's
high prices.
She added that this has
been complicated recently
because the construction on the
Rhinecliff Bridge that leads to

lawyer and a film-maker. In the past, the
courses have focused on topics ranging
from race and ethnicity, to mass transportation, to welfare. This year's program
focuses on housing and homelessness.
Thomas O'Neill, Chair of the
Poughkeepsie Common Council, stated
that homelessness was "an unacceptable
moral situation," and hopes to see the
work of the Poughkeepsie Institute make

"It's small enough that
you can become a
player on any issue
and big enough to
have all the promise of
a major American city."
progress with the issue.
O'Neill also said, in his State of the
City Address, that he "looks forward to the
Poughkeepsie lnstitute's report on homelessness as a cornerstone for meaningful

including potential traffic problems, parking, and structure, in
hi& statement.
Residents have until April 28
to submit written concerns with
Hannaford's document, available
at town hall, to the Red Hook
planning board. The board will
discuss comments and the draft
May 1.

reform."
What makes Poughkeepsie an ideal
city for such a program is the fact that it is
relatively small, yet still an urban environment (population: 29,000).
Peter Leonard, a professor at Vassar
and the chairman of the Poughkeepsie
Institute, said, "It's small enough that you
can become a player on any issue and big
enough to have all the promise of a major
American city."
Thus far, the programs' results have
been modest, but not enough time has
passed to really judge the program's output. Last year, the Institute was able to set
up an annual Cinqo de Mayo festival for
Hispanic residents and immigrants in
Poughkeepsie.
In the future, however, with the benefit of experience and community support,
the Institute plans to be a major influence
on the improvement of Poughkeepsie's living conditions-from cleaning up the city
to helping Poughkeepsie strengthen the
social relationships of its people.
-John Garrett
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Bard Students Take on IMF, World
Bank, and Capitalist Oppression

I

byjMichael Chameides

photos by Stephanie Rabins
OVER 100 BARD STUDENTSparticipated in the April 16th
protests against the IMF and
World Bank in Washington, D.C.
While tens of thousands of
activists attended the protest,
Bard students made a significant
contribution to the mobilization
and participated in everything
from the legal demo, to direct
action, to media work.
Likewise, the protest significantly affected Bard students.
Many have come back shocked
by police brutality, empowered by
the experience, more knowledgeable about direct action and the
anarchist movement, and excited
for more.
Bard students took on a
multitude of roles during the IMF
protest and the preceding week
of actions, trainings, and rallies
known as the Mobilization for
Global Justice. [Because the
police have shown a tendency for
targeting organizers and many
students were involved in illegal
actions, The Observer has chosen to keep sensitive activities
anonymous.] For months, Bard
students have been involved in
the organizing of the A16 IMF

protests.
In addition to organizing and
preparation within the MidHudson Valley, one Bard student
worked intensely with the Direct
Action Network, the umbrella
organization for the action, in
planning the action. The student
spent most weekends at planning sessions in New York City.
Locally, The Bard Student-Labor
Coalition and The Earth Coalition
formed an affinity group and held
weekly meetings to plan for the
action. The Bard affinity group
joined with the Dutchess Gr_eens,
Vassar students, New Paltz
Greens, and the SUNY New Paltz
Student Labor Action Coalition
and created the Mid-Hudson
Action Network.
The group was made up of
college and high school students,
labor advocates, union members
and organizers, environmentalists, anti-war activists, Green
Party members, anarchists, and
reformists.
Through the network, students held a weeken_dlong training for Direct Action, arranged
transportation and housing for
the action, coordinated affinity

groups, held teach-ins throughout . group and Mid-Hudson cluster
the area, raised money, and sent
would fit into the larger action in
hundreds from the Mid-Hudson
D.C., served food, volunteered at
community to the protest.
the Mobilization's Welcome
Bard students began to
Center: and served as the "Rebel
arrive in DC weeks before the
Alliance"-a 1000 person cluster
April 16th action. One student
of affinity groups-communicawent two weeks early in order to
tions coordinator during the
help plan the action. Three other
action.
students arrived early in the
Three Bard students were
week prior to April 16th. Bard
arrested on Saturday April 15th
students began to pour into D.C.
when police swept a legal march
on the Thursday before the
against the Prison Industrial
action.
Complex. Police cut the march in
Two students helped to set
half and surrounded 600 pratesup the Independent Media
tors with riot cops and barriCenter (IMC), the activist media
cades. Police trapped people
headquarters, which focuses on
inside the lines as they arrested
covering news rather than selling
people in threes for "Parading
papers and serving corporate
without a Permit."
The police claim they told
interests. Ali Tonak, who worked
the protestors to disperse, yet all
at the IMC for the week as the
other accounts deny this. The
IMC Photo Coordinator, was one
Bard students, along with the
of many Bard students who
other protestors, spent 20 hours
worked at the media center.
in a bus, handcuffed without
Bard students also deterfood and water. The police would
mined how the Bard affinity

• NEWS COMMENTARYby Adam Davidson•

"The World is Watching" /Watching the World
Those of us who participated in the
mobilization against the World Bank and
IMF in Washington on April 16 and 17
experienced the event on a variety of levels, and so we are left in its aftermath with
much to share. Many of us were particularly struck by the prevalence of media, both
mainstream and independent, which raises
the issue of how images and their uses
relate to our radical activity. Images of
repression and of protest against a global
network of capital mingle in the public
sphere on a variety of facets. One thing is

clear: we need to control our own image as
well as expose that of the World Bank and
IMF successfully in order to succeed on the
level of mass mobilization, which is in itself
the most formidable yet crucial task at
hand. The degree to which we are successful in this depends in part upon the ways
various media agents add their own spin to
images of the protest. Many have, I feel,
rightly pointed out that we need to employ
radical forms of media independent of the
mainstream. And we did: cameras,
recorders, hand-made signs, puppets, cos-
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tumes and spontaneous chants played a
major role in the event.
Everyone contributed their own element and in turn took from the day their
own images of the event. How these are
put to use is another matter. Faced with
the determined amnesia of mass media,
we can reassert our images of the protest
long after they have passed out of the
mainstream. In this sense, agents of independent media are the custodians of the
collective memory, and so have the power
to demonstrate how mass media's need to
forget enables the next event to appear
unrelated to the last. We understand the
A16 event as only one intervention in an
ongoing, worldwide struggle against global
capitalism-a historical reality that depends
on its episodic appearance to suppress
cohesive resistance. Thanks to the explosive protest in Seattle, the mainstream
media could not quite forget what is at
stake in global politics, and so the A16
event was privileged. Regardless of this, we
cannot depend on such channels to maintain our momentum. We can be the excess
they cannot ignore- break the surface of
the spectacle that vies for the attention of
a numb audience, but many wonder if this
is enough.
On some levels, the protest was something of a spectacle in its own right- part
carnival, part rally- and this is powerful only
in so far as the message gets across to the
people, the World Bank, and IMF. This

not allow the detainees to speak
to a lawyer and through threat of
violence and lies, convinced the
Bard students to plead guilty and
pay $50.
The Bard students accuse
the judge of lying because he
specifically said that they were
signing to get their possessions
back. It wasn't until after they got
out that they learned they had
ple.d guilty.
.
Over a hundred Bard students attended the demonstration in D.C. on April 16th. Most
students went to the permitted
rally with speakers and a march.
Bard, working closely with the
other Mid-Hudson groups, was
one of the larger affinity groups
participating in the Direct Action.
The Bard affinity group had 40
people with 10 people locking
down, while the entire MidHudson had closer to hundred
people doing direct action with
... continued on next page

means that radical means are needed to
ensure that images of the event continue
to play a powerful role in the continued
opposition to servants of global capital.
This having been said, clearly, an equally
crucial facet of the event was direct actiondisrupting the proceedings of the World
Bank and IMF. Many of us concentrated on
blocking off streets by occupying our public
space in defiance of the law, and for this
many were incarcerated or otherwise
unjustly molested by the police. This work,
many feel, is essential to both the success
of the A16 event and any in the future. It
boils down to the fact that, no matter how
powerful representation can be as a
means of resistance, we need to put our
bodies on the line in order to be recognized
and, in doing so, we must expect the most
naked forms of repression and brutality, as
many of us have learned.
Civil disobedience exposes us to
another level of repression: surveillance.
Though most of us participating in direct
action were not arrested or brutalized, we
were all thoroughly documented by the
police and, in all likelihood, by federal
agents as well. Behind the blockades, the
cops stared at us staring at them, took our
pictures taking theirs- but they held the
high ground. We faced surveillance from
rooftops, from helicopters, from perspectives denied to us. The crowd was seen in
its totality from vantage points of power,
illustrating that the body is a site of optic
violence even if it is spared physical
aggression. It is said that the gas they
spray to control and suppress the crowds
has the effect of temporary blindness.
... continued on page 10
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Student Government Questions
Administrative Practices
Student Gov. Proposes a Reassessment of
Policy and its Effects on Social Life at Bard

byJJohn Garrett

All DressedUp, but No One to Chase:Becausethe demonstratorsin Washingtonon April 16 werefor the most part
peacefuland non-violent,the police had to wear as much protectivegearas possible
35 people locking down.
At the action, Bard students
successfully barricaded streets
and blocked people from the
IMF and World Bank. The group
gathered at 5:00 a.m. in D.C.
Bard originally planned to lock
down at Washington Circle, but
changed locations, as support
was needed.
Throughout the morning
Bard faced off with the cops.
Bard students were threatened,
pepper sprayed, kicked,
punched, hit with batons, and
charged with motorcycles while
holding blockades.
Students left the barricades
in the early afternoon and joined
the legal rally. No Bard Students
were arrested on Sunday.
On Monday, eight Bard students were arrested. One, while
walking around D.C., was randomly picked up by the police.

Seven others participated in a
civil disobedience as part of a
larger rally against the World
Bank.
The Bard group has reported that police beat people, put
people in solitary confinement,
refused to give them food and
water, and put people outside in
the cold. Many students have
gone on hunger strike. No one
has reported major injuries; and
all arrestees were released by
Friday April 21.
Some of the remaining Bard
students joined a vigil outside of
the jail in order to reduce police
violence and speed up the
release process. After a few
days, the police attacked the
vigil. Bard students were sprayed
with pepper spray and one Bard
graduate went to the hospital to
get stitches after getting tripped

by a police officer.
While the experience in D.C.
was extremely intense, most
Bard Students left with their
spirits high and ready for more
action. One student said the
week was the best week in her
life. Jonas Cohen said "The experience was really empowering."
Other students talked of the
effectiveness of the action, the
opportunity to learn more, and
the growing movement against
corporate greed. The IMF
protest, while a cornerstone in
Bard activism's recent history,
will be one of many actions and
victories that Bard students
organize.
For more information on the IMF
and the A16 demonstration go
to www.a16.org.

On Wednesday, April 19, the
student government held a forum
in Kline to publicly voice the student body's various concerns
about the relationship between
students and the administration.
The conglomerate of student
committees that hosted the
forum touched on a broad range
of potential impediments to comfortable student life-covering
everthing from developing trends
in the communication process
between Bard's administrators
and the student government, to
decisions being made about the
use of what once was, or should
be, student-run living space
"We would like to discuss a
bunch of concerns that we have
which are spread throughout
Bard's student life," stated Max
Kenner, head of the Planning
Committee. "These issues are
both academic and social and
they basically question the direction of the college."
As any student at Bard could
explain, the culture and general
atmosphere on campus is far
from normal when viewed in comparison to most other colleges.
From the admissions process,
where Bard offers the Immediate
Decision Plan, to the college's
open-ended academic requirements, to lenient policies pertaini ng to the possession of alcohol
on campus, students at Bard
have traditionally been granted a
greater level of responsibility than
most students in America could
ever dream of having.
In turn, the students general-

ly attracted to Bard do not fit the
same mold as those who might
choose to attend Vassar or
Marist, two of the Hudson Valley's
more high profile and conservatively run colleges.
According to the student government, and many of Bard's
upper-college students, those differences created a unique environment that centered around tolerance and comfort, and further ·
provided an ideal setting for
learning and thinking. Students in
the past have felt influential
towards the decisions made within the Bard community, and they
have generally played a decisive
role in the direction of the college's development.
However, this environment,
long viewed as the critical factor
that separates Bard from schools
competing for many of the same
students, is thought to be in jeopardy.
"We see a trend towards the
disintegration of student power
and in student representation
within the school," said Brianna
Norton, treasurer of the Planning
Committee. "It seems that there
is a move away from the sense of
Bard as a community and instead
we see change for more external
empowerment and externally created campus activities." Noted

was the process behind the student government's ability to
attain their information for the
forum.
Apparently, administrative
information that directly affects
... continued on page 10

• NEWS COMMENTARYby Michael Chameides •

Corporate Media Gives
Corporate Perspective
The IMF protests have dominated the
mainstream media. While most actions
fail to get any media attention, the D.C.
IMF protests have been on the front page
of every national newspaper. The protests,
the Convergence Center-the protest's
central hub where people met, trained,
and planned-, and the Independent
Media Center (IMC) were swarmed by
news media.
After the media coverage of the
Seattle protest, many activists were worried about the action's media angle. Many
people complained about how the mainstream media called property damage violence yet ignored the real violence on the
parts of the World Trade Organization and
the Seattle police force.
In D.C., activists saw many victories.
Newspapers hinted at the issue and the
Washington Post had a front page article
describing young people and union members as "anti-capitalist" protesters. NBC
did a seven-minute story on the
Independent Media Center. Activists shed
the reputation of chaotic perpetrators of
violence as the Washington Post discussed the use of affinity groups, many
days-in-the-life-of-anarchists, and the use
of art and fun in protest.
Instead of depicting the D.C. protest

as they had depicted the Seattle
protest-as an intense clash
between demonstrators and law
enforcement-the mainstream
media painted a picture of coop- '
eration and civility. On multiple
¥
occasions, the Washington Post
called the police "professional"
and stressed how most protesters did not damage property.
Many media outlets focused
on the cooperation between protestors and police using quotes
from each group praising the
other side. The image of a
policeman giving protestors a
bouquet of flowers became a
common icon of the peaceful
tranquility of the protest.
While many praised the corporate media coverage, others
remained critical. The media
watchdog group, Fairness and
.
A
• R
rt· (FAIR) t Seeing/Being Seen: Independentnewsagenciesalso conccuracy in epo ing
• pu tributed to the media frenzyin D.C.
out a report criticizing the New
"unleashed an unsubstantiated diatribe
York Times op-ed page. The New York
against the activists ... describing them
Times worked to discredit activists by
as incoherent, intellectually gutless people
insulting them, marginalizing them, and
who 'hate dams and airports and econoignoring the real critiques of the IMF and
mists."' The Times went on to say that the
World Bank.
protestors are "rarely fact-checked," "a
According to FAIR,the Times

-..lilii,l,

j

small, relatively privileged minority," "contemptible," and a group of "economic
quacks" who deserve the label of "The
Coalition to Keep the World's Poor People
Poor," and should be given "the back of
your hand."
The Times had five op-eds against
the anti-IMF protesters and none criticizing the IMF.
Other mainstream news outlets took
a more covert approach as they ignored
the issue of the IMF altogether. The mainstream media covered the anti-IMF protest
as if it was a military strategy, detailing
the mechanics of the protest, strategy,
and the effectiveness of the shutdown.
The reasons for the protest took a back
seat to the logistics of the protest.
While most media ignored the critiques of the protest and the Times
attacked the very possibility of questioning
the IMF, the majority of people around the
world disagree with the IMF's policy. The
IMF is one of the most commonly protested institutions in the world. Furthermore,
the U.S. Congress has criticized the IMF
and representatives of both the IMF and
the World Bank have come out saying that
these institutions need reform.
It is considered common knowledge
that the IMF has wreaked economic havoc
in developing nations due to it's "one size
fits all" policy of pressuring developing
nations to take on Structural Adjustment
Programs and cut government spending,
... continued on page 10
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Wate[ l=JasIts ee[kS
Abandoned Perx Products Plant leaks toxic pesticides into Red Hook water supply

byjDeirdre Faughey
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RED HOOK IS RUNNINGout of
water in their taps any time soon.
water. Despite the fact that we're
Local officials speculate as
in the midst of April showers, the
to whether the water flowing
combination of a growing populaunderneath the old Perx plant is
tion and groundwater contaminapure enough for consumption.
tion has put the mid-Hudson's
The Perx company used to manuwater supply in a dubious situafacture frozen apple pies, growing
tion. Currently, two thirds of Red
their own apples in an orchard on
Hook households utilize groundRoute 9.
water, while the rest use surface
Since apple growers have
water filtered from the Hudson
been using pesticides for the past
River. Fearful of another dry sum100 years, it is possible that
mer, Dutchess County is desperharmful chemicals seeped into
ately searching for new water disthe land and contaminated the
tricts.
groundwater at that site.
The former Perx Products
In the first half of the twentiplant-located on Route 9 in
eth century, naturally occurring
between the Universal Building
chemical substances, such as
Supply (UBS) building (Bard's latarsenic, lead and sulfur, were
est exhibition facility) and White
used to control insects such as
Horse Liquors-might be a liquid
the codling moth-one of the
goldmine for the town of Red
most serious insect pests for
Hook, if only Dutchess County
apple production. Without treatwas willing to sell the property to
ment, the codling moth regularly
the Town. In 1996 the County
destroyed between 20 and 95
seized the 21-acre Perx site for
percent of the apples in every
failure to pay back taxes.
orchard.
Lead arsenate, a combinaSince then nothing has been
done with the property, and Red
tion of lead and a salt of arsenic
Hook residents have had no
>,
•
choice but to watch as vines grow .cQ)
thicker on the condemned Perx
[If
u..
buildings. The Town has made
~
1:'.
many offers, but the County just
oi
0
won't sell.
The County's Water &
Wastewater Authority has estimated that 70,000 to 100,000 gallons of water could be retreived
per day there, enough water to
supply approximately 400 homes.
While this may sound like a
dream to the 125 homeowners in
Forest Park, a neighborhood of
Red Hook with especially poor
water quality, it won't put clear

Q)

°2'
ijj
0

The Source of the Arsenate: (above) the dangerous plant where kids are known
hang out; (below) the leaky tank

acid, was one of the earliest
forms of pesticide applied to
many orchards in Connecticut
and New York. In the early 1990s,
preliminary tests were conducted
and traces of lead and arsenic
were detected in the groundwater
at the Perx site. In communities
where arsenic has contaminated
the water supply, death by lung,
bladder, and skin cancer has
reached astonishing levels.
However, these deaths have
occured in regions where the

• NEWSIN BRIEF • NEWSIN BRIEF • NEWSIN BRIEF •
Bard Continues to Collaborate with Red Hook
Schools Through BRIDGES Program

hundreds of clay jars used to transport wine, and
apparently sank on the way from the Phoenician
homeland, now Lebanon, to Egypt or Carthage.
On May 3 at 2:00 p.m. in the Levy Institute,
Dr. Stager will give a talk entitled "Phoenician Port
Power: The Organization of Maritime Trade and
Hinterland Production." He will discuss importexport systems and economic power relations of
the seafaring Phoenicians, who founded colonoies
throughout the Mediterannean from circa 80-600
B.C.E., roughly the time during which the recentlydiscovered ships sailed.
A reception will follow; however, despite
rumors circulating at Levy, wine from the ships will
not be served.
-Stephanie Rabins

The Red Hook/Bard College BRIDGESprogram is designed to encourage high student
achievement in and through the arts, and give
each school system the benefit of interaction with
different age groups. Through various programs,
students are given the opportunity to work in a
diverse array of media.
This semester, Lourdes Alvarez's Twentieth
Century Latin American Theater course will perform bilingual puppet shows for children at Mill
Road Elementary School, and the Hudson Valley
Gamelan ensemble will perform and offer workshops at Red Hook Middle School.
Also, Bard senior Julie Bindeman has been
working for three years with Mill Road Elementary
~
students and has helped to coordinate the theater ~
component of the BRIDGES program. Bindeman
~
has adapted Shel Silverstein's The Giving Tree and ~
is directing first-graders to perform the play later
in May.
For more information about these programs or
BRIDGES,call Gigi Alvare at 757-2804.
-Stephanie Rabins
Archeologist to Discuss His Discovery of Ancient
Shipwrecks, and the Wine He Found Inside
Last June, archaeologist Lawrence Stager,
along with oceanographer Robert Ballard, discovered two ancient Phoenician ships off the coast of
what is now Israel. These are the oldest known
deep-water shipwrecks, and similar techniques
were used in their explorations as were used in the
search for the Titanic. The ships were transporting

Threads of Life: Last Saturday, April 15, B.R.A.V.E.
organized their annual Clothesline Project. T-shirts
created by survivors of sexual assault and their
supporters were hung on clotheslines stretching
from Kline Commons all the way to the Campus
Center. Passer-bys admired the artwork all weekend.
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water has had extremely high
concentrations of arsenic. More
testing has to be done to determine whether or not the arsenic
content in the water at the Perx
site is dangerous.
The Perx site is not the only
potential water supply source in
Red Hook. Dutchess County has
recently proposed that a water
district be established at Rokeby
Estates, where approximately 62
water users would benefit from
the establishment of a county-run
district; a public hearing is set for
May 8.
Forest Park, with approximately 125 users, is another candidate for a municipal water system; both the town and the county are investigating the site for
possible inclusion in a new or
existing public district.
Forest Park residents have
the most serious complaintsthey're overcharged for water that
clogs pipes, stains clothes and
tastes bad. People in the heart of
town don't have the same problems. Bard student, Lou Thomas,
resides on East Market street and

says that his water is fine-"I use
a Brita water filter or water from
the tap, and I'm okay," he says.
The site of the old Perx plant
is problematic above ground as
well as below. Overrun with
weeds and brown vines, the
abandoned, asbestos tainted
Perx buildings are falling to
pieces-glass windows and doors
have been smashed, old
machines have been left inside,
and empty steel barrells are rusting in the driveway.
The most dangerous part of
the site is the former sewage
treatment tank that holds about
ten feet of still water in it, and
has no escape ladder or fence
around it. The tank is located
behind the dillapidated Perx
buildings, at the end of a path
netted with dead branches and
car tires.
It is about the size of the
swiming pool at the Stevenson
gym, and wood planks float on
top of the murky brown water.
Bright blue metal beams extend
out over the pool and reach down
into the water-rusted fan blades
hang from each beam.
Red Hook officials would like
to make the Perx site safer, but
they can't do anything as long as
the county owns the property.
John Gilfeather, Red Hook
Supervisor, has sent many angry
letters, but so far the county has
not sufficiently responded-the
"No Trespassing" signs are not
enough.
The long and short term
threats of the Perx site are currently being dealt with, but without ownership of the site there is
little that the town can do.

Salmon Rushdie's 12 Year Exile
from India Comes to an End
Author Salmon Rushdie
ended his twelve year exile from
India on Thursday, following
Tehran's decision to rescind its
death warrant for the controversial novelist. The warrant, or
fatwa, was imposed on the first
anniversary of The Satanic
Verses' publication, when Iran's
revolutionary leader Ayatollah
Khomeini declared the book
anti-Mohammedan.
Blaspheming Islam was a
capital offense under the
Khomeini regime, and Rushdie
was forced into hiding in order
to avoid the 2.5 million-<lollar
contract on his life.
Unfortunately, India couldn't
promise asylum for its fugitive,
and Rushdie, his family, and
their sympathizers in parliament
fled to England, where they
remained underground until
1996.
He is being allowed to
return home because Iranian
officials, seeking to renew
bonds with the West, have
promised not to enforce
Khomenei's edict. But analysts
have always doubted that
Rushdie would be the victim of
state-sponsored terrorism, fearing instead Muslim militias on
the Indian sul:>-continentwho

were critical of rapprochement
with the West. Even while
assuming a higher profile,
Rushdie continues to front
police protection (courtesy of
Queen Elizabeth). "I am never
without them in public. Without
their vigilance, I can't imagine
how many times my life would
have ended."
Still, Rushdie is hopeful
about his rel.urn and the chance
to live peaceably in New Delhi.
"I have come to renew a broken
connection. It is hard to express
how delighted I am to be back
in India after a twelve year gap
and to show my son an India he
has not seen at all."
Rushdie's latest book, The
Ground Beneath Her Feet, is set
during the 50s rock swell of
Manhattan. Future settings or
characters resembling the
Middle East or the prophet
Mohammed could result in complications with his Visa, or extradition. But Rushdie says it
doesn't bother him.
"There is a kind of India we
all carry around with us and no
one can take that away. We can
always access it, if we need to
get back up to speed."

-David Hassinger
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Interrogating Humanitarianism
Political Scientist discusses Cold War, global economics, and other 'discontents'
bylAbhik Siddiqui
DAVID RIEFF CAN best be
described as a man who inhabits
two very different worlds. As a
well-known writer and human
rights activist, Rieff has traveled
back and forth from his house in
Manhattan to various troubled
corners of the world. Mediating
between these two vastly different and disconnected worlds has
not always been easy. The wellknown writer and deputy editor of
World Policy Journal came to
Bard on 7 December 1998 to

experience in the field. He further
remarked that David Rieff was
not particularly prone to abstractions and had lived through the
worst atrocities of war in subSaharan Africa and Kosovo.
While introducing the distinguished writer, James Chase said
that he would be teaching two
courses in the forthcoming
semester on the issue of "
Humanitarianism and its
Discontents" and "The Rise and
fall of Development." He has previously taught at
Skidmore College
and CUNY.
Writer, teacher
and journalist, David
Rieff is best known
for his book
Slaughterhouse,
which captures with
remarkable depth
the pain and misery
in the life of the people of Bosnia. His
other books include
Going to Miami, Los
Ange/es: The Capital
of the Third World,
and Cuba in the
Heart of Miami. He
started his talk by
introducing us to
some cold facts
about the world in
the post-Cold War
Making His Point: Reiff says humanitarian aid
phase.
sometimes .-:xacerbates already existing problems
He observed
speak on the question of
that despite changes in the global
Humanitarian trap.
economy, it is impossible to overThe program was organized
look the disparity between develby the Political Studies Program
oped and developing countries.
at Bard. James Chase, the Henry
The post-Cold War world is torn
Luce Prof. of Humanities, introbetween the rich and the poor
duced him as a man whose thinkcountries with "rich people in rich
ing was shaped by first hand
countries getting richer." He

On April 11, the Student Government
held a press conference to inform the various student publications about growing
concerns regarding various administrative
decisions. One of the primary topics discussed was the current state of affairs in
Campus Security. Concerns stem from the
growing sentiment within the student body
that the relationship Security has with students is becoming less personal and less
in touch with the culture of the Bard community.
Whereas the press conference was
intended to disseminate these concerns to
the newspapers' staffs, a second forum
was held April 19 to speak with the students themselves. The student government claimed that since Bob Brock
became the director of Security, in
December 1996, several changes have
struck displeasure among the students.
Among these changes it was mentioned
that parking fines have increased from
$15 to $25 with no reason given and no
explanation as to what the extra money is
being used for.
Another complaint was raised regarding the fact that posters of the Security
gaurds, which have been posted around
campus in previous years to familiarize
students with the guards, are no longer
posted. Not only have the posters disappeared, the high employee turnover rate
has made the constantly changing faces

demonstrated this by showing
how international capital never
enteres the African countries,
which receive a mere one percent
of the international capital. He illustrated this
point further by citing
examples from Kenya and
South Korea. Although
both these countries
started at the same level,
South Korea slowly rose
to become rich and affluent, while Kenya
remained a marginal
presence in the global
economy.
He further remarked
that the Cold War was not
as 'cold' for many third
world countries, which
became the essential battlegrounds for Cold War
politics. He said in his
characteristic style, "If
you were in Europe, it
looked cold, but if you were in the
third world it didn't look cold at
all. It looked like a war."
The main theme of his talk
was what he referred to as the
humanitarian trap. He dwelt on
the dilemma facing humanitarian
agencies and activists in situations whose solutions are essentially political rather than strictly
humanitarian. Although humanitarian a id is essentia I to torn societies the "humanitarian missionaries" could sometimes unconsciously and with all their best
intentions i,rotongt
human
misery by diverting attention from
political conflicts that are at the
root of the problem.
He captured this essential
paradox by saying, "There are no
humanitarian solutions to humanitarian crises. There are only political solutions." According to him,

of Security become less recognizable to
the students.
The day after the forum, the Observer
spoke with Bob Brock about the concerns
voiced by the student government. While
in agreement with a few of them, he also
rebutted several.

One of the main reasons
Brock sees for the
turnover rate is the problematic third shift, from
11 p.m. to 7 a.m., which
is "a tough shift, especially
if you have a family."
As far as parking is concerned, there
is a discrepancy between what those at
the forum were saying and what Brock
claims is happening. Parking fines have
been at $25 the entire time Brock has
been in charge of Security, although he
pointed out that it is an arbitrary number
he is willing to work with if the student
government so chooses.
In the last three years the "boot" was
used approximatly 30 times, the last time
being at least a year and a half ago. The
reason for the current infrequent use of
the boot is that towing is more effective

the complexity of the present
humanitarian crises does not
have simple answers and cannot
be solved by simply pumping in

mammoth crime of social engineering." On the one hand, the
humanitarian aid preventes people from dying by providing them

'Humanitarian missionaries'
sometimes prolong human
misery by diverting attention
from political" conflicts that
are at the root of the problem.
"There are no humanitarian
solutions to humanitarian
crises. There are only political
solutions."
more aid.
Without undermining the critical importance of humanitarian
aid to struggling societies trying
to come to terms with themselves, he observed that there
was a tendency in the humanitarian discourse to naturalize the
plight of displaced people and
make it sound as if it were a natural calamity with no political
solutions.
For instance, when thousands of people died in Ethiopia
as a result of starvation, it was
automatically assumed to be a
natural disaster. A blind eye was
turned to the political and social
roots of the crisis. As he
observed, "You had rock stars
from all over the world linked up
by video communications, all
'Live Aid'. What they were doing
was covering up the traces of this

and students in the past have attempted
to destroy or vandalize the boots.
Brock said that parking fines are not
a priority for Security, hence the seeming
randomness of the fines. He mentioned
that when he took over the parking situation was "convoluted," with various color
schemes and restrictions on parking.
Those have been eliminated and students
can now park in any lot except the main
one, which is reserved for faculty.
Brock did say that due to recent fires
on campus, Security is starting to be more
aggressive about keeping fire lanes and
road access open. However, should a student have a problem with a ticket, he or
she can file an appeal-of which Brock
said roughly 75 percent are granted.
In regards to the absence of the
informative posters, Brock acknowledged
the validity of the complaints, saying he
was "glad that came up." When he first
was hired he "thought they were a good
idea and it's a good idea still." The hold
up has been because two vacancies are
trying to be filled. He expects the hiring to
be complete and the posters up by commencement.
Brock said he shares the same concerns over the high turnover rate among
Security guards. The longest employed
guard has worked for Bard since 1985;
two others have worked at Bard since
1994. Seven of the thirteen current offi-

with immediate aid, and on the
other it prolongs wars and
coveres up crimes by naturalizing
the causes of political conflicts.
He blamed the media for creating the "Disaster Pornography
of the African Child" and then circulating it throughout the globe
as something to be consumed.
He said that the media was
sometimes instrumental in naturalizing the humanitarian crises
by bombarding people with
stereotypical images. He ca/led
this the CNN effect.
After the talk, the writer

entertained questions from the
audience. He responded to questions about the arms control by
saying that there were limits to
what the US could and could not
do.

cers have been hired by Brock.
One of the main reasons Brock sees
for the turnover rate is the problematic
third shift, from 11 p.m. to 7 a.m., which
is "a tough shift, especially if you have a
family."
Brock also pointed out some of the
limitations in keeping officers on staff for
extended periods of time. Being as Bard is
in a more rural area, those working usually
commute from surrounding towns and
cities. If Bard offers equal or comparable
pay to its officers, many times employees
prefer working closer to where they live.
Also, many of those in the Security officer
field are looking to get involved with law
enforcement of some sort, which offers
better pay and possibilities of promotion.
Much of the turnover, Brock believes, is
simply people trying to further their
careers.
Jim Brudvig is the administrative official who oversees the operations of the
college's Security. The student government has expressed deep concern over
the inability of Brudvig's office to communicate with the student body. At the forum,
support for the student government was
high. Brudvig happened to be on vacation
during the forum and at press time.
Meanwile, Bard awaits further action
from either students or the administration.
-Jacob Cottingham
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Thousands of Eyes Pasted Everywhere
byJBrianAckley
Only someone completely distrustful of
all government would be opposed to
what we are doing with surveillance
cameras.
- NYC Police Commissioner Howard
Safir, 27 July 1999.
The Surveillance Camera Players: completely distrustful of all government.

In December of 1998, the New York Civil
Liberties Union (NYCLU)released the findings of
their NYCSurveillance Camera Project. During the
five-month study, they scrutinized every block in
Manhattan and located 2,397 surveillance cameras recording the streets and produced a map pin
pointing each one. In their Project Overview, the
NYCLUstates that the purpose of the project was
to raise awareness and to "explain the threat they
pose to our individual freedom, begin a long overdue, much needed dialogue on the topic and recommend ways to curb cameras' infringement on
our right of anonymity and to move and associate
freely."
The map reveals that private businesses and
corporations own almost 90% of street surveillance
cameras demonstrating the degree to which New
York City has become a Capitalist Panopticon. The
project obviously could not count any camera's
that were hidden, nor could they go underground
to count the hundreds of cameras that are in use
in subway stations. It is obvious that many of the
cameras are intended to maintain security, but the
pervasiveness of these measures are unsettling;

social and political implications of a universally monitored urban space are under-considered.
Every day millions of New Yorkers are completely
unaware that as they walk the streets, their images
are floating across various video monitors-easily
hundreds of times in a day.
One group of New Yorkers who question the
presence of these cameras is an activist theater
troupe called the Surveillance Camera Players.
They address the gaze of the 'electronic eyes' by
performing original works and adaptations of literature, such as 1984 and Waiting for Godot, in front
of surveillance cameras. The Players use signs,
placards, masks, and simple actions to convey
their stories treating the camera not only as subject but also as audience, inverting the relationship
of surveillance. I spoke with a member of the
Surveillance Camera Players (SCP) who half-seriously asked to be referred to by his SCP pseudonym.

Looking Back, Takin
An interview with a SC Player

You are ...
Saul Manila. S-A-U-LM-A-N-I-L-A.Saul
Mani.la.
What a great name! Do you use those
names because being identified as a
member of the SCP could be a threat to
yourself or the group?
Definitely a threat to ourselves. We don't
think we engage in law breaking activities
but the authorities may feel otherwise.
Although there have never been any arrests
at the performances we have been shut
down. We've been told we cannot perform
in public space. It is also about not letting
names and identities transcend the group
in a certain political way. Some people also
wear masks when we perform and some
don't. It is sort of a joke to point out that
your image is captured on the camera and
there is a need to disguise oneself in front

formed in Midtown where there are four
huge pieces of the Berlin wall in front of
the German Consulates. We attempted to
perform one of the pieces in front of the
Consulate, but that performance didn't
happen because the private security shut it
down saying that it was private property.
The ensuing discussion/argument/fight
was all captured on video. We always bring
video so we can document the performance and any intrusions.
So how about a successful performance?

When I first joined we were producing
George Orwell's 1984. It is exciting
because of it's political relevance and
especially to the idea of surveillance and
being watched being controlled. It is so rich
and so easy to perform silently with signs.
Greil Marcus just wrote a dead-on 'review'

Cards in Play: {above) SCP members ("Art Toad" on right) perform in responce to police brutallity;
(below) Interviewee "Saul Manila" in action; (facing page) video captures of performances of 1984
and SCP Headline News. All images are from the extenisive SCP archives at
http://www.panix.com;- notbored/the-scp.html

ground connector between seventh and
sixth. We set up there with two videographers one shot us there and one shooting
video of the monitor at the token booth.
The token clerk was watched the whole
time and said nothing.

of who ever is watching.
Describe a typical performance: how do
you narrow down to one area when there
are thousands of cameras, and take us,
through a performance start to finish.'

Usually someone in the group will scout a
location, like "Oh, I saw a new surveillance
camera on the street, in the subway station, in this park" and we pick that location
either for the camera's relevance or the
site's relevance. For example, on the tenth
anniversary of the Berlin Wail, we per-

of that."lt made #7 on his weekly "Real
Life Rock Top 10."
Yeah, I know! So the first performance of
1984 was Election Day, November 1998.
Over the course of many weeks Art Toad,
the, uh, Executive Director (laughs) of the
SCP adapted the book into six acts, five
minutes start to finish. We came up with
signs for the characters and numbers-"Big
Brother is watching you" signs, and so on.
No real props per se, just signs. So we
went to the subway station at 14th St. and
7th Ave. where there is that huge under-
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Where do the Images from the subway
cameras go and who watches them? Are
there tapes made of these?
These are exactly the questions we are trying to raise. Are there even tapes in the
cameras? What if it is just a monitor beaming that image to the token booth, strictly
for saftey? Is thereis a central loaction for
the MTA where someone is watching what I
guess would amount to hundreds a dn hundreds of cameras? I don't know. But, if
someone is watching we want them to
know that we are watching and we are trying to turn it back even if it is for five or ten

minutes at a time.
Do you engage passers-by or is it just
between you and the cameras?
Well, our goal is to make a statement and
to encourage passers by, so we always
hand out leaflets and flyers telling people
what we are doing. The night of the election we had a lot of propaganda and we
are very verbal, even during the performance: "Vote for Big Brother!"
1984 has a whole new relevance in relation to the camera and Election Day. What
election was this?
It was 1998 so it was Ghouliani[sic]. the
mayoral election. Toward the end of the
performance, two police officers came up
and were asking, "Who's in charge?" We
responded, "No one is 'in charge."' They
didn't know what was happening. They saw

We don'tthink we engage
in law breakingactivities
but the authorities may
feel otherwise.

nE'WS
park. So our city gladly polices it, puts
metal barriers in front
of it and a command
center to "clean up" a
public center that is
meant for congregating. It is a bit ludicrous.

the video cameras and it kind of flustered
them but they never stopped the performance. We actually finished, packed up and
left. We gave the police officers literature
on the way out. We told them we were
doing an election night play. They knew it
was in front of the camera and they
weren't happy about that but they didn't
really interfere.
Those two performances were in the subways, but for the next one you moved
above ground to Washington Square Park.
Yes, we did the same performance on tax
day, April 15, last year. We chose the park
because in the last few years the city, the
mayor, and the police force have stopped
all drug trafficking, or have attempted to,
by setting up this 24 hours-a-day, seven
days a week command center to monitor
the 14 cameras in the park that have 360
degree scopes. We had a NYCLUperson
there with us, which is one of our strategies. Now if there are problems we have
either a lawyer or someone from the
NYCLUpresent, if not to interfere with the
authorities at least to document the interaction and to see what could possibly be
done. The park is good because it is so
active and busy.
And performance is so natClral there.
People are there performing and spouting
off all the time. Being in front of the Berlin
Wall monument was kind of gutsy, or being
in a subway stop you draw attention to oneself a little bit more than just being in the
park. The park is important to us because
parks are supposed to be places where
people can congregate and socialize and
relax and do lots :--fthings. It is clear that
the park is owned by NYU and the residents that live around the park and they
don't want people congregating around the

In some of your other
performances, you
use this space that
you've opened, that
of performing for
"Big Brother's gaze;
to criticize other,

We are basically media
whores. And personally I
feel conflicted about
that.· Bµt I think the goal
1s basically to ~et lhe
message out 5y any
means necessary.

related things.

good.

The last two pieces have not been direct
adaptations of literature, but have been
direct comments about surveillance and
privacy and political issues of the day.

The caption in Details was "America's
Funniest Social Protest Videos."

You are referring to "SPC Headline News"
and "You are Being Watched for Your Own
Safety."

"SPC Headline News" is a spoof on CNN
Headline News and the message is in all of
the posters and placards. We are making
fun of the news, the sound bite nature of it
and we are making fu~ of the corporate
sponsorship from companies that are less
than responsible. While "You are Being
Watched for Your
Own Safety'; is
about police violence. It has a lot
of cards addressing racial profiling
and obviously the
title of the piece
is about cameras
watching.

to turn it back and to draw people's attention.

Which demonstrates how the SCP can only
be critiqued against existing video.
And how it can only be understood in relation to other media.

Right. So it's been a struggle, but I think
that Art Toad and the group are basically
media whores. And personally I feel conflicted about that. But I think the goal is
basically to get the message out by any
means necessary or whatever it takes.

The Surveillance Camera
Map of Manhattan
The next step of the NYCLU's
Surveillance Camera Project was to use the information they gathered to create a map pinpointing
every camera in the whole of Manhattan.

lance culture."

Yes, surveillance takes on many forms, it is
not just cameras. Every time you use you
debit or credit card, obviously, you and your
purchases are being trncked. If you have
an "E-Z Pass" every time you go over a
bridge or through a toll you are being
tracked. Even if it is just for marketing purposes, people know where you go.
The surveillance of the "E-Z Pass" is used
to monitor speeding.

When you pass through
a toll booth the time of
your last toll resisters
and your speed is
determined.
The SCP are tackling
cameras because they
are a physical intrusion
on public space, but
obviously it is not just
cameras.

You've gotten a
lot of press for
this. You've been
featured on CNN,
in The New York
Times, The Daily
News, and The
New York Press,
Details. Details
Magazine!

Surveillance is such a hot topic right now,
it's all the rage. Which is good and bad: it
can become really trivialized but it has
allowed us to get a lot of coverage for what
we are doing. If that helps to point out the
absurdity of all these cameras then that's

And the "actual" surveillance of security

video is just one aspect of the "surveil-

The SCP Is spreading

Which means ...

The goal is to get coverage even if it is
light-hearted and silly. It is important for
people to become aware of the statistics
and just to know that the surveillance cultun~ is upon us. This is one small attempt

too. There have been
performances in
Buffalo, NY and in
Peekskill.
That's right. We hope
that other people in
other places will take
up the cause and do it
themselves and form their own groups and
perform in their own cities and towns in
front of their surveillance cameras to tell
all their neighbors and friends that it is
happening, not just in big cities, but everywhere.

ESTHST

WASHINGTON
MEWS

The Map is broken into community districts,
counting the total number of cameras with in
each as well as speficing the number that are stationary, rotational and 360 degree.
For more information about the Surveillance
Camera Project-including the complete mapcheck out http://www.mediaeater.com/cameras/
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Attempting to disconnect the dots: Washington Square Park (above)
is policed by the city's camera's (indicated by the dark dots) while Wall
---iStreet
(left) and Time Square (right), are monitored by private business.
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Student Government
students is not as easily attainable as it should be.
Said Kenner, "If we have a
student government. .. there
should be more mechanisms for
the flow of information." Kenner
then added," ... there is a growing polarization between upper
and under-class students at this
school," which plays a major part
in students' inability to rally a
strong voice. It troubles the student government that underclassmen are generally not informed
by the administration when they
arrive at Bard about how to
become active within the community. There were many specific
grievances discussed at the
forum which support the general
trends student government would
like to prevent from growing
uncontrollable.
The first issues were the
reinstatement of the second and
third floor Tewksbury lounges,
and not moving Albee from a residence to a faculty office space.
Due to housing difficulties in
recent years, the two rooms
which were once lounges for the
upper levels of Tewksbury have
been converted into extra dorm
rooms. A decision that has been
followed by others like it. Student
social space could be used for
small, informal gatherings within
the dorm and outside of the
closed doors of private rooms. In
the case of Albee, it is the home
of one of two student spaces for
parties-the other being the Old
Gym.
Now that Robins can no
longer hold parties within its
lounge (new hyper-sensitive
smoke alarms are triggered with
minimal amounts of cigarette
smoke) the space in Albee is the
only option left for parties not
large enough to be held in the Old
Gym.
What has been viewed as
particularly troubling in these
cases, is not that students are
having their ability to get drunk
together on campus limited, but
that if students continue to lose
the opportunity to gather on cam-

continued

pus, they will be forced to move
out into the bars of Red Hook and
Tivoli, ab option which is both
dangerous and more expensive to
students.
Drinking and driving is the
problem of greatest concern
when students are pushed off
campus into bars. It is known on
campus that some students do
drive while intoxicated, and moving social life off campus only
magnifies this danger.
The only other alternative
would be the new Campus Center,
but this is largely regarded as one
of the Bard's most uninviting
buildings-in addition to the fact
that the Campus Center is not

dents' attention that a new dorm
is to be erected in the woods
between New Cruger and the
Stevenson Gymnasium, a plan
not particularly well received by
those attending the forum.
Concern was voiced about
losing safe, semi-visible woods
which students enjoy walking in
without fearing harm. Of course,
environmental concerns were
also discussed about what
wildlife would be sacrificed.
One of the last topics for discussion is the state of affairs in
the Security Department at Bard.
Expressed were concerns over a
breakdown in the relationship
between the security staff and
the student body. Many feel that
the faces of security guards are
becoming more and more unrec-

It would be a shame if students'
voice in decisionswere taken
and put soley in the hands of
the administration. l·fthat were
to happen, why not just call
ourselvesVassar?
student run.
If Bard were traditionally a
"party school," comparable to
state schools or other large universities, these concerns might
not be so pressing. But the student government concedes that
this is not a place where "keg
stands" frequently occur at huge
fraternity parties. The fear is that
if Bard continues to cut back on
the liberties students have traditionally had on campus with their
social spaces, things may begin
to change, and the irresponsible
partying which troubles most
campuses nationwide may begin
to make its way into life at Bard.
To compound the problems
the Tewks and Albee situations

Corporate Media continued ...
increase exports, and privatize
industries.
While the corporate media
ignores the consensus that the
IMF has problems, they overemphasize the police/protestor consensus. The D.C Independent
Media Center, a grassroots
media outlet set up to cover the
A16 actions, documents many
incidents of police violence and
has many articles critiquing the
police force and the media complicity which supports it.
In stark contrast to the
notion of police "professionality"
and their sweet behavior
towards activists, the D.C. police
force ignored the Bill of Rights
during the actions between April
9 and the 21. Police consistently
followed activists with cars and
helicopters. Activists were often
stopped, harassed, yelled at,
threatened, and searched without reasonable cause or suspicion.
On Saturday, April 15,
police swept the streets during a
rally against the prison-industrial
complex. 600 people were

have created, the Studio Dorm
will remain a dormitory for the
next year, rather than being used
to provide more studio space for
art majors, as it was originally
intended.
Already Bard's art majors are
sharing studios and overusing
sm2 11amounts of space in Fisher
to compensate for the lack of studios.
Not only is Bard unable to
provide more space in the near
future, but there will be more students fighting for this space with
the consistent increase of new
students being accepted in recent
years.
The Campus Center has
been a spot explored to help work
out some of the social and afterhours student space problems,

arrested-including press members, protestors, tourists, and
shoppers-for "parading without
a permit." While police claimed
they told people to disperse, all
eyewitness accounts claim the
police refused to let people
leave. In a similar vein, the
police raided and shut down the
Convergence Center.
Among other things, police
confiscated medical supplies
and refused to obey a court
order to release them. On April
16, police arrested one person
for carrying a megaphone and
another for wearing a bandana.
Police used pepper spray
and tear gas on peaceful pro-testers, beat protestors, and
sent many protestors to the hospital. The Washington Post
unquestionably cited the police
and said that pepper spray w2s
used once, yet the Mid-Hudson
group, 1/150 of the protest, was
peppered sprayed twice.
Inside the jails, the police
violence continued. Hundreds of
people spent 20 hours handcuffed in a bus without food and
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but unlike DeKline used to be,
the Campus Center is a divided
building where students with different interests are definitively
separated from each other.
"DeKline used to have social
space that brought students
together and made Bard a very
different place," noted Kenner.
The new building is run by the
administration, and it has not provided a consistent space for alternative food from Kline at hours
parallel to the library and the late
study habits of students.
What's more, there still is not
a twenty four hour study space,
something students have always
had in former years.
It was also brought to stu-

water. People were punched in
the face and slammed into
walls. People were denied medical attention. Interrogators
posed as defendant's lawyers,
and judges and police lied to the
defendants. Outside of the jail,
police attacked a solidarity vigil,
pepper spraying many people
and sending at least one person
to the hospital for stitches.
Corporate media unquestionably cited police accounts of
how activists had materials for
molotov cocktails and explained
police violence as protestors
dressed up as police. The police
have since admitted that no
molotov cocktails existed; and
there is no evidence people
were impersonating police.
In contrast to the IMC's several horrific accounts, the Post
and other corporate media
chose to emphasize smiling officers and told stories of how nice
they behaved. Similarly, in contrast to activists around the
world, many corporate media
outlets chose to either outright
defend IMF policy or ignore the
issue altogether.

ognizable, and there is an unwillingness in the force to be flexible
to the unique community Bard
fosters.
Student government recognized that in years past security
officers seemed to be more familiar with students, and less prone
to stop small social events that

were not intruding on non-participating students.
There is also much rumor circulating about recent happenings
within Security that has troubled
students. There are allegations,
on some level, that Max Dube, an
African-American security officer,
has encountered some racial discrimination within the department. Max has long been a popu-

lar guard among students, and
there is a strong concern regarding this issue.
However, Max himself is not
allowed to comment on his situation, for fear of losing his job, and
Jim Brudvig and Bob Brock, the
two security officials above him
have not openly shared any information with the community. This
is particularly troubling in a
department that works so closely
with students on an everyday
basis. In order for students to feel
comfortable, the student government suggested that comfort has
to be initiated from within the
Security department itself.
Since many students see
Security heading in the direction
of a police force, rather than a
function of community members
in place for added comfort and
safety, changes will need to occur
in order to bolster relations
between officers and students. To
further inform students of the
details in the information provided at Wednesday night's forum,
the student governmet will be
tabling in Kline with petitions and
letters to the administration. With
almost all of the student government set to graduate this semester, Max Kenner will be the man
left to find younger students willing to participate.
But in order for students to
actually have a say, they need to
take steps to educate themselves
about operations within Bard.
The Student Handbook is a
good place to begin, it outlines
almost all procedural detailsfrom disciplining students, to
amending campus regulations. It
is the hope of the student government that students will be able to
continue to be a strong force in
the Bard community, with a voice
in decisions about tenure, residence, social space, and overall
student life.
It would be a shame if the
ability to do so were taken and
put solely in the hands of the
administration. If that were to
happen, why not just call ourselves Vassar?

Watching continued ...
When they get serious, seeing
that the crowd will not back
down, they deny sight itself.
Today, when this particular
event is over, we can assess the
degree to which our attempts to
disrupt their proceedings were
a success and work from there
to develop better strategies of
organization and direct action.
In addition to this, we can
develop ways of using the
images we brought from the
event. We must remember this
is possible only by our being
there- in our bodies, in our

The Bard
Bard College
Annandale,
extension

streets. This is an attempt to
raise these issues and emphasize the importance of an
approach that combines direct
action and symbolic action in a
dialectic that continues even
after the sunburns fade, the
videos are shown, and the negatives are developed. Finally, we
must remember that most of us
cannot share the most explosive images: those of jail cells
that are off camera, out of
sight, but not out of mind.
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Off Screen, On Stage
John Turturro gives dramatic reading and screens his latest directorial effort
L

byJDavidJanik

CJ
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ON APRIL 15 Bard College's
Italian Studies Department, funded by the Sons of Italy, sponsored actors John Turturro and
Katherine Borowitz's weekend
visit to Dutchess County. The day
included an afternoon screening
of Tururro's latest film,
llluminata, at Upstate Films in
Rhinebeck, a discussion afterwards, and a dramatic reading of
fiction in Olin Auditorium that
evening.
Turturro is best known for
his offbeat character roles in
independent films. He claims to
be lucky to have made it in film
since growing up he thought of
the people in film as
so different from
who he was, "Until I
saw Dustin Hoffman,
and I said, that guy
looks kind of like
me." He has played
a wide variety of
memorable roles
including a chef in a
family pizza shop in
Spike Lee's Oo the
Right Thing, and the
flamboyant bowler,
"The Jesus," in the
Coen brother's The Big Lebowski.
However, he is now an accomplished director with his first film,
Mac, to his credit as well as
///uminata. Katherine Horowitz is
married to Turturro and has
starred in both of his directorial
efforts.
The opportunity for the cou- -~
pie to come to Bard came due to
Turturro's friendship with Bard
professor and translator of
Italian, William Weaver. Weaver
met Turturro after having seen
his first film and acknowledging
his interest in Italian literature
when Turturro approached
Weaver about using quotes from
Weaver's translation of the letters of a turn of the century
actress in the screenplay of
///uminata. A close friendship
between Weaver and Turturro
and Borowitz began and when
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the Italian Studies Department
was looking for an event for the
spring semester, Weaver suggested them.
The film Jlluminata definitely
played off of Turturro's influences from Italian literature and
film along with various other
influences including
Scandinavian literature and history, as well as his life experience as an actor and husband.
The film's setting was a non-specific dra_macompany that could
have been from almost any time
or place and the relationships
between its members. The film's
beautiful cinematography and

actress of the Company he was
writing for. They were surrounded
by an amazing cast of actors and
actresses, including Christopher
Walken, Ben Gazzara, and Susan
Sarandon. The ensemble was
filled out by familiar film actors
and master stage actors, some
appearing in a film for the first
time.
/1/uminata is a story about
the possibility of true love and
how it can be defined, questioned, expressed, and tried. The
film's action and content
spanned an array of psychological modes and free associations
that expose the director
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Hey, hey!:JohnTurturroreadingfrom literatry worksaccompaniedby his wife,

KatherineBorowitx(below).

"I wouldn't want to direct something I
wouldn't want to even act in," Tuturro
said, displayinga commitmentto
telling the stories that he wants to tell.
sets (it was shot in New Jersey,
of all places) gave it a timeless
and ethereal feel. Turturro
starred as a promising playright
and Borowitz as the leading

a

Turturro's own autobiography.
Though it is a movie with so
many characters, one is able to
see that it is very much about
Turturro as certain themes
underlie all of the interactions.
Turturro, quoting ~ character

from the film, says, " 'to know
someone and not to hate
them.' that [idea] is why I made
the movie." A psychological, collective way of telling an autobiography is an interesting contrast to the more explicitly factual telling of his own family's
story in Mac, which was about
three immigrant brothers trying
to make it as house builders.
He took on a much more ambitious project the second time
around; and, while it took years
to plan and create, 1/luminata_is
an equally beautiful and complete film.
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Later in the evening Turturro
and Borowitz displayed another
way they have been able to combine their influences and talent
for acting. They gave dramatic
readings of fiction by Italian writers ltalo Calvino and Primo Levi
and the often unheralded Italian

American writer, John Fante. The
Calvino and Levi stories were
read in Weaver's translation.
Borowitz and Turturro took turns
reading, sometimes each taking
a particular character's lines in
the story. The fantastical imagination of the Calvino and Levi
pieces was well balanced by the
more gritty, incest-ridden realism
of Fante's. Fante, at one time a
Hollywood screenwriter, wrote a
novella about a struggling
screenwriter that greatly resembles Turturro's character in the
Coen brothers' Barton Fink, so it

was easy to understand
Turturro's interest in Fante.
Turturro and Borowitz seemed
very at home in these works, and
brought to life the characters
they portrayed.
Turturro and Borowitz will
both be appearing in a number
of films within the next year, but
it may be a while before
Turturro's next directorial go, as
these things take more time. He
hopes to continue making independent films on his own terms,
though he has been offered
opportunities to direct Hollywood
films. "I wouldn't want to direct
something I wouldn't want to
even act in," Turturro said, displaying a commitment to telling
the stories that he wants to tell.

ISO Brings on the Grubg International Grub
Sunday dinner at Kline was a lonely
affair as smells of curry, carrot cocktails,
empanadas and fruit desserts had drawn
a crowd to the campus center, not seen
since the Freshman Seminar ordeal. The
ISO hosted its annual International Food
Festival with an unprecendented amount
of food entries and, unfortunately for
those who had to be turned away, ample
attendance.
· The entry was a mere $2 for a palate
that spanned from Eastern Europe to
South Asia, the Meditarranean to the
good ol' American Mid-West. Each stomach was provided a choice of four types of
cuisine, although lurking in corners were
international students (who claimed to
have helped) with massively heaped
plates. To add to the festive ambience,
audience/eaters were treated to some
Slavic pop and Sufi trance.
Behind this seemingly professional
enterprise was the stress and labor of the
cooks themselves. Most international students and a handful of administrators
(Allison Bennett, Allen Josey, Eva Bodula)
usurped dorm kitchens and spent the

entire day preparing delicacies. Some
endeavors proved more eventful than others as the Greeks found the oven door
jammed shut with a casserole inside.
Even Security could not pry it open
and finally a hefty wrench did the trick.
Apart from the dishes, the Curry

Club, aka the South Asians, set the dress
code for the evening since even the
Haitian and Turkish students were spotted
in Indian attire.
It was a truly unique food experience
with a menu that was really diverse and
delicious. RD Eva Bodual and the Polish

exchange students prepared a sumptious
poppy seed cake. A sole Slovenian presentecf elaborate bread rolls stuffed with
assorted meats. Nepali memos pioneered
at the festival along with the popular
Jamaican carrot cocktail made with rum
and milk. Bangladeshi curried chicken
,s:topped with Indian rice pudding was one
1
~of the hot favorites. The Argentinian
~S:empanadas, a delicate pastry filled with
0
.
3-minced beef, and the Greek potato and
-·meatball casserole proved delicious even
after the oven disaster.
Not to be forgotten was the American
table with a range of desserts, corn-onthe--coband of course, the all-American
grits. Overall both the cooks and the
eaters went home with full stomachs and
a pleasant start to the coming week.
-Malini, Abhik, Jenan, Bhakti

What's that smell?: Bard'sInternationalFoodFestivalwas delicousand goodfor you too!
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'tau Say eotato, I Say eotato
A dance-filled weekend at Bard
bylDeirdre Faughey
THERE HAVEPROBABLYnever
been two dance performances in
one night at Bard College. The
Old Gym, complete with graffiti
on the walls and court lines on
the floor, was transformed into a
spacious theater Saturday night
for "Surface," Marguerite Wade's
senior project, while "Sifting
Spaces," a Bard Dance
Department Production, was held
in the Multi-Purpose Room of The

I
the problem of communication
and human interaction - a prevalent theme in her project.
An adorable 1984 home video of
Wade and her two sisters was
shown in two segments, highlighting the fact that issues of
communication and presentation
are not age-specific. Integrated
Arts major, Sameer Ree_dy,found
the piece interesting because it
"explored rituals of intimacy in a

while they were playing.
"Sifting Spaces," two nights of
collaborative choreography, was
produced by Adrienne Barr and
Megan Sommerville, who choreographed the majority of the
pieces in the show. The audience
sat in chairs, or on the floor, lining the four walls of the Multi
Purpose Room, creating a boxingring atmosphere for the dancers
to perform in. This setting was
s::
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Oh! That's what lntergrated Arts means: Polariods of Marguerite Wade performing in the Olde Gym Saturday night

Student Center. This weekend
mature adult way, but at the
was an exciting introduction to
same time, in a playful young
two new dance venues on camway." To him, the puffiness of the
pus, and a busy time for dance
costumes made them seem like
fans.
diapers, which rendered some of
Wade's performance, an
the movements childlike - approIntegrated Arts/Dance Senior
priate for the intention of the
Project, was a combination of
piece.
dance, video, speech, and projec- Abigail Marlowe had the whole
tion. Starting at 10 P.M., people
crowd laughing in her, "I'm
waited in line outside to see
Looking For A Star," piece. She
dance, for the first time, in the
played the part of a melodramatOld Gym. Stylishly dressed and
ic former actress looking for
ready to gamble the night away
someone with that special je ne
at the Speakeasy afterwards, the
sais quais, taking
crowd was excited and cheerful.
Poloroid shots of
"Everyone looks really pretty, I'm
audience memsurrounded by seniors, and I
bers who might
have to say I'm just a little sad,"
have potential.
said Laura Coxson, holding two
Once she left the
daffodils, wrapped up in a
stage Marguerite
turquoise 1920's necklace for
entered, reading
Marguerite. "But overall I'm most- from a piece of
ly happy... really, really happy."
paper in her
The gym became so crowded
hands, and sang
that people stood on the side or
the song "Let's
sat on the floor, even though fold- Call The Whole
ing chairs had been arranged on
Thing Off."
elevated platforms.
However, in this
Swathed in white sheet-like fab. version of the song there was no
ric, with a thin red ribbon in her
difference in pronunciations for
hair, Mayumi Ando bounded onto
"You say potato, and I say potato.
the stage first. Her piece was
You say tomato, and I say tomacasual and energetic, choreoto." In the end, entirely congraphed complete with stumbles
vinced, Marguerite raised her
and swinging arms, and was set
arm and proclaimed, "I'm a star!"
to the upbeat music of Cesaria
Gnossienne I, II, and Ill, by Eric
Evora - "Tudo tern se limite &
Satie, was the music for most of
Xandinha." With a coy smile on
the dance pieces in the show. In
her face, she danced with the
one, two dancers entered from
loosey-goosey movement of
different sides of the stage - one
someone with soft bones carrying a wooden chair and the
swinging her upper body comother holding a large folding fan,
pletely to one side, or diving
which was tied to her waist The
backwards, letting her head roll
chair was placed in the middle of
back. In the beginning Ando
the stage for the girl with the fan
danced in the front of the stage,
to stand on. She proceeded to
close to the audience, and made
use the fan to blow air on a daneye contact with the people in
gling silver mobile. Projected on
the screen behind the dancers
the first row. Mid-way through
she turned and repeated many of was phrases such as, "Shining"
and "From the Tip of the Tongue"
the same moves for the white
- all taken from actual directions
backdrop. This was one of the
that Satie gave his musicians
ways in which Wade addressed

crucial to the producers' intention for the show.
The program contained a "Note
on Process," which stated, "It
[Sifting Spaces] ... reflects the
·importance of involving the audience and engaging them in an
active experience as opposed to
passive observation .... A dance is
a transient creature joining the
choreographer's intention, the
dancers' energy, and the relationship formed between audience
and performer." While this is an

interesting concept, the alternaduring this piece that it was hard
tive seating arrangement was the
to keep track of what was going
only apparent attempt to make
on. At one point the dancers prethe performance different from
tended to be schoolgirls, some
the usual Dance department per- playing hopscotch and ringformances.
around-the-rosy, and others poutThe first piece in the show was a
ing and walking off by them"structured improvisation" called
selves. Most enjoyable was the
"Dying and Becoming," choreodancers' facial expressions; cergraphed by Megan Sommerville.
tain moments made the audiSet to music by Hariprasad
ence roar with laughter. At the
Chaurasia, Dages Keates,
end of this piece more than one
Adrienne Barr, and Megan
person was heard to say, "I really
Sommerville, the piece began on . liked that one." Pace Phillips was
one side of the room. Side by
one of the audience members
side, they were each crouched
who really enjoyed the whole
down and when the music began
show. "I think they were trying to
they slowly stretched their arms
express something about moveout in front of them, their palms
ment," he said, "but I don't
hovering above the finished wood know."
floor. With careful, deliberate
Compared with Wade's
movements the dancers crawled,
Integrated Arts/Dance
slid, and reached their way to the
Performance, "Sifting Spaces"
other end of the room, never
lacked innovation; Wade maxionce acknowledging one another.
mized the freedom of her two
This was the improvised part. All
departments and produced the
three unified their steps towards
kind of show we seldom see at
the end when drums came into
Bard. Her combination of speech,
the music. In the final pose,
.dance, and projection proved a
struck after the music had
successful way to engage the
ended, the dancers turned to
audience; her dancers did unexlook over the path they just made· pected things, sucb as shout
and raised their arms in a classic
"Hey!" in the middle of their perSuperman flying position.
formance - they walked right up
"Forgotten Language," choreoand spoke to the audience.
graphed by Adrienne Barr, inter-·
Students who had seen both propreted a few Shel Silverstein
ductions found that "Sifting
poems, read by Julie Webster. It
Spaces" was like what they have
was set to the music of Chick,
seen before from the Dance
Corea, Tom Cora, Atanas
Department. Overall, it was fanValtchev, Richard Teitelbaum and
tastic to have a dance-filled
Carlos Zingaro, and Bela Bartok.
weekend at Bard College and
Approximately ten dancers
_hopefullychoreographers will
crawled onto the stage, curled up continue to search for new and
at moments in each others legs,
exciting performance venues.
wearing tight black costumes
with white "eyes" sewn in different locations on each one. So
many different poems were read·

Wade's combination of speech, dance, and
projectionproveda successfulway to engage
the audience; her dancers did unexpected
things, such as shout "Hey!" in the middle of
their performance-they walked right up and
spoke to the audience.
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• FILM REIVEW•

On WINTERSLEEPERS(1997)
Winters/eepers (Winterschlafer), directed by Tom
Tykwer of Run Lola Run fame, recently showed at
Upstate Films. Advertised as "a passionate film
about landscape and emotion", it is a melodramatic attempt at avant-garde cinema, aimed for consumption by the masses. The film is formally inventive and polished, in the highly contrived, color-saturated manner of MTV commercials. In terms of
the genre, Tykwer attempts to follow the tradition of
Northern European cinema (of German
Expressionism, of Bergman and of Fassbinder),
which tends to portray human life as an inherently
problematic realm of alienation. Yet, Tykwer seems
to go to such an extreme in order to touch people
that his plot becomes simplistic in trying to be too
complex; the characters verge on caricatures
rather than archetypal figures. The film is set outside of urban civilization, in an obscure German
mountainside, with an eerie overabundance of
shimmering snow. There, ci traditional family of
farmers affects and is affected by, the fates of two

anonymous, modern couples. One pair is physically
healthy, blond and frivolous while the other pair is
self-destructive, dark and skeptical. As the plot
unfolds and numerous out-of-bound accidents take
place, the gloomy couple turns out to be the
healthier, and "normality" ends up being a selfdelusion. The seemingly cold and dysfunctional
Laura and Renee become Tykwer's modern heroes.
Paradoxically, their doubt of matrimony and reproduction allows them to live life happily ever after.
The peak of th'e film is one prolonged pan over an
expanse of idle, untouched land, which turns into
being a meditative, abstract film of its own. The
success and failure of Wintersleepers is well
summed up by the award it received at the 1998
German Film Festival for the best "shaping of a
film". The work is indeed "shaped" rather than
shot- it is closer to the inventive artificiality of Film
Noir than to the spontaneous rawness of John
Cassavetes films. Yet this Technical supremacy,
instead of enhancing the plot, somehow manages
to deprive the film of a kind of freshness.
-Ketuta Alexi-Meshkivilli

arts/E'ntE'rtainmE'nt

Why Helmut Makes Such Good Clothes
Helmut Lang Fall/Winter 2000 Collection engages in the potentiality of style
by jsameer Reddy
PRADA'SRECENTACQUISITION
of Helmut Lang was the subject
of much gossip among fashion
insiders. The gurus pondered the
ramifications and hinted that
Helmut's days of forward-thinking design were numbered.
Miuccia, while hardly mainstream in her vision, is more concerned with thematic innovation
than with structural experimentation. Her collection is always a
seamless package, delivered
complete with the appropriate
accessories and the suggested
environment in which to enjoy
them.
Under the direction of
Miuccia and her business team,
Prada has aggressively expanded
to capture a broader share of the
fashion market. Current lines
include Prada, Prada Sport and
MiuMiu, each delivering a different price point and perspective
on clothing and accessories.
Lang has seemed to be inching
forward in the same direction,
inaugurating a line of shoes and
bags to accompany his Signature
and Jeans labels. But while Lang
might desire a stronger commercial presence, he doesn't seem
willing to compromise or dilute
his creative vision to achieve it.
Helmut's creative strategy
appears to be grounded in a
unique fashion terrain. He works
with dramatic tension, through a
subtle application of draping and
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diluted but attractive brand of
minimalism to the masses of
consumers.
His recent collection marks
a return to the gradual aesthetic
evolution that has characterized
his work for the past several
years. Lang's Spring 2000
Collections seemed awkward
and flimsy, a sharp satirization of
the breezy, pastel-shaded glamour that the fashion establishment has recently embraced. His

fashion moment.
Working at his strongest this
season, Helmut is able to medi
ate the severity of his color
palette and silhouette through
the use of padded texture and
fragile fabric. Black predominates, accompanied by white,
magenta, brown and some red
and pink. Fabrics include satin,
leather, wool jersey and blends,
fur and silk chiffon. The silhou-

padded pillow-shaped collars,
resting lightly on the neck and
shoulders.
The collection suggests an
air of menace, conveying Lang's
concern for safety in a chaotic
and fractured urban landscape.
Through their offering of a measure of comfort and protection,
his clothes are a reaction to a
world perpetually teetering on
the brink of disaster. His armor is

is able to create wearable
clothes that are both aesthetically pleasing and challenging. He
disguises his dramatic tendencies beneath a utilitarian veil; the
odd details of his clothes are balanced by an almost mundane
grounding in the practical. In this
sense, Lang is more ambitious
than those ·avant-garde' designers who abandon all concern for
the normal and the status quo.

ettes, for the most part, are typi-

slippery and soft, conjuring

Helmut's collection cloaks the

wearer in an aura of
stillness, almost
invisibility. Though
striking, his clothes
are never ostentatious or sensational;
they justify their
worth through
impeccable tailoring
as much as aesthetic innovation. Lang
fulfills his potential
with the Fall/Winter
2000 collection,
sketching dynamic
possibilities for the
future of fashion. It
will be interesting to
note the progression of his clothing lines and the ways in which
his accessories integrate into his
vision.

To characterize his collectionsas 'streamlined' or 'slick' is to trivialize his dead-on
sense of detail and timing, his abilityto
build a sturdy bridge between the Future
moment and the ever-presentNow.
cutting techniques. To characterize his collections as 'streamlined' or 'slick' is to trivialize his
dead-on sense of detail and timing, his ability to build a sturdy
bridge between the Future
moment and the ever-present
Now. These abilities distinguish
him from designers such as
Calvin Klein or Donna Karan, the
lifestyle brands that purvey a

Promote
on

your

chiffon bloomers and dresses in
shades of magenta and teal
reduced their wearers to an
almost infantile state of female
beauty. It took some effort not to
cringe at the rail-thin, paleskinned models who appeared
unsure of the proper pose to
adopt. The Fall/Winter Collection
eschews cynicism, offering a
somber assessment of the urban

cally narrow and relatively conservative. Skirts fall softly above
the knee; pants drop straight
down past the ankle. Shoes are
pointed, with tapered heels that
hint at danger. There are black
cocktail dresses with dramatic
trains, reminiscent of royal
medieval gowns. There are pink
organza dresses with ribbons
trailing, suggesting safety cords
for oxygen masks. There are

desire and apprehension in the
beholder. His models are minimally styled, appearing to stride
fearlessly, without undue artifice,
past the dangers that threaten
them. Helmut's clothes are
about constant forward motion,
an approach to a future vista
that remains unsure.
The Fall/Winter 2000
Collection is a striking reaffirmation of Lang's design talents. He

event
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European and America □ Musica □ s Meet
Peter Brotzman and Hamid Drake mezmorize audience with complex free jazz
by!Melissa Stultz
DAN HIRSCHof Bard's Creative
Music Alliance once again proved
his importance to the college's
music scene as he introduced
the first of two nights of experimental jazz improvisation entitled the European /American
Meetings at 9:00 on Thursday,
April 13 in the Chapel of the Holy
Innocents. Dan's introduction of
the famous father of extreme
German free jazz, Peter
Brotzmann, and Chicago based
drummer, Hamid Drake, was met
with enthusiastic and appreciative cries of "Hirsch!" and "Yeah
Dan!"
The audience was then submerged in a whirlpool of one
extremely impressive jazz show
after the next on Thursday and
the consecutive Friday, on which
Evan Parker, Ned Rothenberg,
and Joe McPhee played the second half of the jazz series in
Bard Hall.
Brotzmann and Drake
plunged into a four-song set that
was characterized by creativity,
diversity, and extreme talent.
From the start of the performance, the two illustrated something greater than "talent", playing a clarinet and a large, handheld, hollow-backed drum respectively. Using every different part
of the drum, Drake achieved
every possible sound from its surface, obviously with a great
understanding of the drum and
its total possibilities. In doing
this, he determined the gravity
and feeling of the song with the
quickness and variety of his patterns, which changed frequently
by way of fabulously blended
morphs from one beat to another.

Brotzmann's quick hand

slides and finger movements created an extreme variety of
sounds, which alternated exquisitely between chaotic prophesies
and mellow, soulful hums. His
variation played off the alternations between quiet and loud,
fast and slow, and varied and
steady in the beats of Drake's
drumming.
·
A drum solo, performed
by Qrake on a full set, began the
duo's second song of the
evening. Morphing from a light

fied. Drake flew around the drum
set, utilizing every piece and
every sound each piece was
capable of extracting, in a manner which demonstrated extreme
concentration, accuracy, and
soul.
Interweaving extreme saxophone and extreme drum
sounds, the two created an
instrumental concoction separate
enough that the ear could take
two different paths, but tied
together in a way that presented
a third-the unison of the two
instruments.

moments of outburst, for the
melodic overtone of the chanting
and the squealing melodies and
tonal variations of the clarinet,
which rose as a feature over the
other elements of the song.
Drake's drumming and
chanting of the word "allah" sped
up until they reached the point of
sounding like a skipping record
or a Soundforge computer loop.
The song then attempted to end,
but to no avail, as Drak.e
switched from the hand drum to
a set of bongos, which created a
much louder and more dignified

lnterweavtng e"xtreme saxophone and
extreme drum sounds, the two created
an instrumental concoction separate
enough that the ear could take t~o
different paths, but tied together 1n a
way that presented a third-the unison
of the two instruments.
roll into chaotic hits, Drake provided the ground upon which
Brotzmann entered with his saxophone. Brotzmann showed not
only extreme skill, but also the
reason that he is considered the
father of extreme German freejazz, through his demonstrated
knowledge of what techniques
were needed to stray from the
path of traditiona I jazz.
He blended different styles
of saxophone music into a postmodern concoction, which incorporated varied experimental techniques, fast finger movements,
and circular breathing, and was
chaotic yet organized and digni-

After a short break,
Drake and Brotzmann reclaimed
the front of the chapel and
began a low, deep piece incorporating quiet, rippling beats from
the hand-held drum and chantlike singing which gave the song
an almost tribal quality. With
squealing clarinet, Brotzmann
demonstrated an amazing ability
to cut between the soft and loud
sounds the instrument is capable
of achieving, as Drake again
used the center and sides of his
drum to achieve varied textures
and densities. The drumming
acted somewhat as a backbone,
with slight variations and

sound that changed the course
of the song entirely, and unconsciously divided it into two separate 'parts. This new part of the
song reached a crescendo of
extremely varied drumming,
choppy clarinet lines, and ups
and downs in the density, volume, and harshness of the piece
before ending in· a short, repetitive fade out.
Drake and Brotzmann
merged without looking back into
their fourth and last song, a
piece composed of saxophone
and a full drum kit and characterized by wailing saxophone
melodies and quick circulations

of the drum set. The tension of
the piece moved in fits of harsh
and uncontrollable passion,
mounting to peaks and falling
into smooth valleys as the
tantrums exploded. Following a
drum solo by Drake, the piece
took a turn for the minimal as
Drake's drumming faded into
rubbing drumsticks and
Brotzmann's squeaking pulses
faded into muted bursts of air,
which developed into a lowpitched rumble.
The rumbles and bursts of
breath slowly transformed into a
quiet wave of sound, occasional loud tom hits marking the
chops of the crest. Drake
introduced a new technique at
this point, rubbing his licked
finger in circles over the floor
tom to produce a low wailing
sound, which resembled
whales in an underground sea
aquarium. The wave rose and
approached the shore, rippling
as waves do on an angle
along the sea, losing parts
and picking up new ones
along the way, but never
crashed. Instead, Drake
ended the song using his fingers and the palms of his
hands to rub and hit the drums.
The song dissipated and ended
on a single held saxophone note.
The impression made
by the two musicians was
extreme. Their music was so
detailed and diverse that its
description necessitates a large
thesaurus; but, what can be easily expressed without this thesaurus is that the duo clearly
illustrated their talents and the
reason they are so important to
the German and American freejazz scenes.
... see Part 2 on page 16
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Music Gets tbe Gym Jumping
The Arsonists kick rhymes, Le Tigre kicks beats, and the Need kicks ass.

I

by!Ben Brunemmer
"Why aren't there more girls who
play metal"
-Radio of The Need

TWO WEEKS IN A ROW, Bard students were able to come to the
old gym for some serious jumping
around, singing along, and rockin'
out. Friday April 14, New York City
based hip hop group Arsonists
had a packed old gym jumping
around and singing along as they
played their characteristic high
energy set. The five MC group has
excellent stage presence and
really works to engage the crowd
in their act.
The Arsonists' show was
opened up by DJs Nathan Corbin
and Buddafingaz (Joe Carrey).
Buddafingaz got the crowd

of an Arsonists set, they relied on
a number of hip hop cliches, and
stolen verses to get more crowd
participation.
On Thursday April 20th, tons
of kids came to the old gym to
see Riot Grrrl icon and ex-Bikini
Kill front woman Kathleen
Hanna's new band Le Tigre which
includes filmmaker and Bard MFA
alum, Sadie Benning, and
zinewriter Johanna Fateman. Le
Tigre was joined by Olympia
Washington two-piece The Need,
New York City based Navy, and
local rock machines The Electra
Complex. Le Tigre had the enormous crowd dancing, jumping,
and singing along to their electro/pop/punk hybrid, while the
Need simply rocked hard by com-

giant room, the Complex
still pulled off a good
show with lots of energy.
I highly recommend seeing them (and especially
in a smaller space to
get the full effect of
their music). Navy
played next, Navy's set
can best be summed up
by something the keyboard player said during
their set: "We're not just
rock stars, we're also
capitalists, we have a
CO for sale in the back."
As Le Tigre prepared to take to the
stage, one could feel
the excitement mounting in the
crowd. The three-piece, which

While listening to the Need on record it is
impossible to image that the dense songs
they create are done byjust two people,
but seeing them pull the songs off live
with simpfy one guitar, two vocals, and a
make shift drum set is incredible.
warmed up for Arsonists with his
fairly long hip hop set. As the
Arsonists took the stage slightly
after midnight, the crowd was
more than ready. The majority of
the crowd was jumping along
from the beginning of the set
until the end. The Arsonists even
went so far as to single out people not getting into the set, and
told them to either get into it, or
move to the back. Characteristic

bining the power of metal with
the fun of pop.
The Electra Complex started
things off with a typically good set
of their female fronted punk
power violence. Sadly, The
Complex faced the problems
associated with playing in the
upstairs of the old gym: too much
room, not a very good mix, people
standing too far back, etc.
Despite the inconvenience of the

If you walk through the halls of New
Cruger on any given night, you might be
lucky enough to catch a few minutes of
freshman Bjorn Quenemoen gently fingerpicking his Tacoma acoustic/electric guitar
in the west side stairwell. Along with the
beautiful melodies Bjorn creates with his
instrument, he captivates anyone willing to
listen with the exquisite harmonies he
uses to sing a slew of original songs. But
for those unable to spend their nights
wasting time in the stairwells of Bard's
newest dorm, Bjorn sat down with his guitar in the dining area of the Campus
Center's Down the Road Cafe on Tuesday,
April 11, for a relaxed evening of music
and entertainment.
He is not the flashiest guitar player at
Bard, and he does not yet have the backup of a band, but what the boy from the
state where Jessie Ventura is Governer

included guitar, vocals, synthesizer, drum machine and sequencer,
played along to a slide show that
was projected on the large screen
in the old gym. This was the first
time that their talented
roadie/projectionist, Jocelyn
Samson, was able to utilize such
a large screen-usually the slides
are projected on a portable, six
foot screen. From their first note
until the end of their encore, they

(Minnesota) can do with such a simple
entourage is outstanding. Performing
sweet love songs and heart-warming stories of simple, good-spirited fun, Bjorn subtly combines the sounds of classical, folk,
jazz, rock and good ole' Dixieland to give
to his audience a graceful and refreshing
musical show.
The show was Bjorn's first performance at Bard, and that briefly showed
itself in the beginning of the evening. But
Bjorn's nervousness didn't last long, and
after no time at all he was laughing it up,
telling jokes and singing songs that made
all who listened grin from ear to ear. I
imagine it was close to what it must have
been like to sit with Ario Guthrie, Cat
Stevens or James Taylor - yet never did
Bjorn seem to imitate. The atmosphere
and the sound was purely his own, and so

We were later informedthat
the gopher was only a mild
hallucination provokedby
the hypnosisBjorn's music
had induced.

had the old gym rockin'. Le Tigre
played an extremely high energy
set despite Kathleen Hanna's
multiple references to being sick.
The crowd responded extremely
well, and it was great to see a
show in the old gym where kids
were really having a good time
and enjoying listening to the
band. Le Tigre's music falls into
place somewhere between Bikini
Kill and Kathleen Hanna's solo
project Julie Ruin. The band has
political lyrics a la Bikini Kill,
while the music leans toward a
more mature version of the electro-punk fusion Kathleen was
working on with Julie Ruin.
One would assume that the
reason Le Tigre played before the

of the Need combine Metal riffing
with lesbian sex positive lyrics
and an overall pop sensibility to
create a crazier version of something akin to the start-and-stop
math rock stuff that was coming
out of DC in the mid 90's.
Despite the thinned out crowd,
the Need kicked ass. They played
songs taken from all of their
releases, including stuff off of the
new full length "The Need is
Dead" as well as a good number
of songs off of their excellent first
LP. While listening to the Need on
record it is impossible to image
that the dense songs they create
are done by just two people, but
seeing them pull the songs off
live with simply one guitar, two

Need was that Le Tigre recog-

vocals, and a make shift drum

nized and respected the fact that
the Need has been around much
longer than they have; sadly, however, the majority of the crowd
was their to see Le Tigre and
began to leave before and during
the Need's set. Radio and Rachel

set is incredible.
-Ben Brunnemer

Bjorn (again) for first time: Frosh Bjorn Quenemoen offered sweet music and induced mild hallucinations at Down the Road Cafe.

were all of the songs.
The first set was solely Bjorn, playing
and singing on his own." Before
September" was certainly one of the
crowd's favorite tunes; it details the delusions of a romantic dreamer, ending up in
ironic failure. The second set began with
the appearance of Doug Brush on a second guitar, using his instrument to add layers of harmony and licks of a lead guitarist to the foundation Bjorn had set.
Just as Bjorn had wowed his listeners
alone, the addition of Brush only added to
the inspiring performance.
To add some sparks to the evening,
there was a modest pyrotechnics display
in which a gopher was shot into the air

while riding a character. We were later
informed that the gopher was only a mild
hallucination provoked by the hypnosis
Bjorn's music had induced.
Truthfully, I do not know if I have sat
through a more inspiring show in recent
years. Bjorn's music has a sound so simple, yet so intricately beautiful that it provokes the warmest emotions my heart
could manifest. There were a limited number of copies of a CO Bjorn wrote, directed, produced and mixed all on his own,
but if you missed the show, I strongly recommend bugging Bjorn to make you a
copy. I believe 5 dollars is the going rate.
-John Garrett
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European and American Musicans Pt. 2
Peter Brotzman and Hamid Drake mezmorize audience with complex free jazz
bylMelissa Stultz
THE EVENINGFOLLOWINGPeter
Brotzmann and Hamid Drake's
performance, Friday, April 14,
world-renowned English experimentalist Evan Parker and New
York City based Ned Rothenberg
performed in Bard Hall at 9:00.
This second half of the Creative
Music Alliance's European/
American Meetings mini-festival
was just as impressive as the
previous night's performance.
Evan Parker and Ned
Rothenberg, along with special
guest Joe McPhee (from
Kingston) and a surprise appearance by Bard music professor
and New York City experimentalist Richard Teitelbaum impressed
the crowd and inspired them to a
standing ovation as well as a
round of applause for Dan
Hirsch, whose hard work brought
these renowned musicians to
Bard.
The Boston duo of Dave
Gross and James Coleman began
the show with two catastrophic
concoctions composed of
theremin and clarinet and
theremin and saxophone respectively. One half of the duo created choppy pops with his
theremin by using unique hand
movement techniques such as
silent snaps and expanding and
contracting fist clenches. He
worked with the shape of his
hand and various taps on the volume oscillator to extract different
tones from the instrument. The
other half of the two-piece blew
gusts of breath through his clarinet, creating wind sounds and
high pitched squeals, and played
amazing chords which encompassed both high and low pitches
as well as wavering notes in
between. His sax melodies in the
second song came in bursts, and
his taps on the keys created a
percussive aspect to the music.
Parker and Rothenberg
played their first song alone,

Parker playing a high and
Rothenberg a low saxophone.
This first piece incorporated
straight, long sounds, which built
up to waving patterns and vibrating notes which fluttered continuously, interrupted only by straight
notes piercing at various
moments from one of the saxophones. The high and low
octaves of the two saxophones

made it seem almost as if it was
composed of two separate parts,
Rothenberg's was a morphing,
melodic, and constantly rotational solo using extreme circular
breathing that combined a low,
rhythmic melody with high notes
that fluttered over it's head and
progressea continuously through
slight additions and subtractions.
The two rejoined to end the song,
creating with their instruments
leaps from slow, soulful calmness to quick chaos and jumpy

which featured McPhee on the
alto sax and Rothenberg on the
baritone sax. The piece began as
a low buzz, which was occasionally interrupted by short, high
melodies, and gradually became
an intertwining sea of high and
low tones. Rothenberg occasionally assumed the position, once
again, of the rhythmic bass backbone, allowing McPhee to improvise over top with phrases in
which high and low notes worked
together and progressive, scale-

as Rothenberg introduced
"esteemed Bard professor
Richard Teitelbaum" as a special
guest on piano. Teitelbaum had
much to add to the rest of the
evening, adding, on this piece,
experimental piano bangs and
muted strings to Parker's clarinet
key percussion.
After this short introduction
of Teitelbaum through a piece
with Parker, all four musicians
joined together to create an
extreme piece featuring piano
and various types of saxophones.
This piece featured movements
from turbulent saxophone lines
to slow, almost loungy, chords on
both the saxophones and the
piano. Teitelbaum's piano interjected through the windows of
the softer wind parts with high
chords and muted strings, and
later moved into a line running
over the entire span of the keys,
occasionally in a downscale
series.
Rothenberg and Teitelbaum,
who also sometimes play together in New York City, then played a
flighty piece composed of chords,
melodic lines, and vibrations of
saxophone and piano that developed almost into the form of a
traditional song. This piece was
short, mellow, and pleasant.
The four musicians joined
together again for the last piece
of the evening, a combination of
sporadic sax notes, muted piano
keys, and mellow repetitive tones
which morphed into a quick highnote concoction featuring
squeaks and squeals with a
melody of piano keys underneath.
The variety of techniques
and ideas displayed by all the
musicians of the evening made
for a very inspirational and aweinspiring performance that
pleased the audience. The musicians illuminated for the crowd
not only their extreme talents but
also new directions in which jazz
can travel.

The highand low octavesof the two saxophonesintertwinedthe two quick
melodiesand later blendedtogetherinto
a poolof excitementand vibration.The
combinedparts of the piece were reminiscent of a scienceteacher's explanationof
the manner in whichatoms constantly
movearoundand bump into each other.
intertwined the two quick
melodies and later blended
together into a pool of excitement
and vibration. The combined
parts of the piece were reminiscent of a science teacher's explanation of the manner in which
atoms constantly move around
and bump into each other. With
Rothenberg assuming the position of the backbone, or beat, of
the song, Parker exploded into a
tidal wave of sounds, burstin·g
and shooting out into the audience, that seemed almost impossible to come solely from his
instrument. Each musician
engaged in a solo, Parker's highpitched and chaotic, yet smooth
and progressive, moving in patterns that seemed to have no
pattern and incorporated both
bass and treble sounds that

single notes. The piece ended
with high-pitched notes, alternating between the instruments of
each musician and becoming
slow and sparse as the piece
faded to an end.
After introducing themselves, the headlining musicians,
with this first piece, the duo invited special guest Joe McPhee to
join them and the three jumped
into a piece featuring layered
melodic lines that constantly
jumped on top of one another
like hands in the childhood handsandwich game. This piece
demonstrated the trio's abilities
to move from slow and soulful
phrasing into bursts of changing,
quick, overlapping melodies.
Parker took an air break as
Rothenberg and McPhee plunged
into a second song together,

ish systems declined into series
of notes that were fairly rhythmic.
Parker rejoined the others
for the main performers' fourth
song of the evening, in which the
three began with overlapping
rhythms created by tapping on
the keys of their saxophones.
This piece once a,gain utilized the
alternation between a mass of
overlapping melodies, which
alternated and intertwined with
one another, and slow, drawn out
phrases that gradually morphed
back into the faster mass of overlaps. The three went their separate ways throughout the piece,
but all joined together to end it
with a skillful fade out of one
simultaneous note.
As a music student, I was
delighted by the surprise the
crowd received on the next piece,
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Another Close Call in the ObserverOffice: This issue would not have been possible

without A & E Editor, Melissa Stultz, who bravely carried the dirty dishes into the
laundry room and vanquished the mold and bacteria growing on them with hot
water and soap-suds.
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New Releases
that Bring the Pain
Charles Bronson
Complete Discocrappy

Self Released
Cattle Decapitation
Human Jerkey

Satan's Pimp
The Locust/Arab on Radar

Split 7"
GSL
Kid 606/Christoph DeBabalon

Split 12"
Fat Cat
So what, a new Modest Mouse record
is coming out in a month on Electra
records, or a new Elliot Smith CD is out
now on Sony. So many bands are out
there busting their asses putting out 7"'s
with press runs of 500, playing shows to
the same thirty kids, touring the country
in broken vans, and loving every minute of
it. One such band, which has forever left
their mark on underground music, was

•

The least you can say about
Jim O'Rourke is that his career
has been very productive and
eclectic. Since his beginning with
the Elvis Messiahs, he has been
a member of many alternative
rock bands (Gastr de Sol, Brise
Glace, The Red Krayola and
Yona-hit), and he has worked
with Sonic Youth, Brainiac, and
Superchunk, as well as with
countless jazz and classical
musicians, including the Kronos
Quartet. In total, he has played
on more than one hundred
records and has recorded twelve
solo albums, the most recent of
which, Eureka, seduced many
(mainly European) critics and
music lovers with its unconventional, yet accessible and catchy
pop music .
One of his most obscure
records is Ru/es of Reduction, a
seventeen minute piece he composed in 1993. This piece is likely to appeal only to our most
adventurous readers, since
moments of silence and quiet
piano parts alternate with collages of noises and short sampies of various musical styles.
While listening to this album, you

•

Chicago based Charles Bronson.Bronson
existed from 1994 until 1997, and in
those three short years released numerous split 7'"s, appeared on a ton of compilations and released one fabulous LP.
Now for all of us who might have missed a
lot of these releases when they first came
out, welcome Charles Bronson's Complete
Discocrappy. This new 2 CD set contains
everything Charles Bronson ever recorded.
Disc one includes every track they ever
released (95 studio tracks and 7 live
ones) and disc two includes 20 unreleased songs as well as a quick time
video documenting the history of this fantastic band.
Disc one takes the listener on a journey which begins in a Dekalb, Illinois
basement with Charles Bronson's demo:
ten or so horrible pop-punk/hardcore
crossover pieces; then, however, the listener is lead through the rest of Bronson's
releases as we literally hear the band
progress into the gods of Power Violence
which they became (to those uninformed,
power violence is a kind of hardcore/punk
rock characterized by short songs,
extreme speed, and drastic time changes
from blazing fast to a heavy mosh tempo.
Power violence began in California with
bands like Spazz. Many bands of this

will be able to recognize cars,
trumpets, a piano, Peruvian
music, as well as the voice of a
Frenchman with a strong southem accent. You can therefore
easily understand why this piece
is quite unconventional and
chaotic in its structure and composition.
The underlining concept is
clearly reminiscent of the French
musique concrete or tape music
with its aim at combining various
concrete elements out of reality
to create something.new.
Particularly striking on this piece
is the influence of Luc Ferrari,
who, along with people like
Pierre Schaeffer and Pierre
Henry, is one of the pioneers of
tape music.
A somewhat comparable
recording is Weekend, a piece
composed by German filmmaker
Walter Ruttmann in 1930. This
pioneer -he indeed shot one of
the first abstract films in 1921composed this piece that he
described as a "film for the ear."
This film without images requires
a strong input by the listener
who has to produce his/her own

nature can be found on Spazz member
Chris Dodge's label Slap a Ham records.
Power Violence has many connections to
grind core, but with less metal and more
punk rock). Disc one culminates with
Bronson's Youth Attack LP,the LP which
many consider to be the band's defining
moment. The Double CD, if ordered direct,
costs twelve bucks, you get over 100
songs with titles like "Ants in the Kool
Aid," "Tony Victory Knows How To Party,"
"Fuck Technology," and "The Only Time I
Think About Romance Is When I Wonder
Why I Don't Think About It," plus a movie.
You can't go wrong.
Continuing on the theme of Power
Violence, the boys in The Locust have
been keeping busy with some new releases. Two new things to come from of these
San Diego wannabe cock-rockers are a
split 7" with Arab on Radar on GSL
records, and Locust side project Cattle
Decapitation's first full length LP Human
Jerkey. The new Locust split picks up right
where their self-titled LP leaves off, with
their heavy grind core mixed with Juno 60
sci-fi-esque keyboard sounds. This
release, like the LP, assaults the listener
with bursts of
speed that turn
without any warning
into bizarre synth
melodies, then into
discordant heavy
death, then back
into speed. With
every Locust
release, the integration of the Juno
gets better and better; the Locust are
expanding the limits of grind core and
showing us the
future of heavy
music. It should
also be noted that
the 7" comes
shaped like a puddie and comes in five different colors, one
for every bodily fluid (red, white, brown,
yellow, and green). Cattle Decapitation is
Gabe and Dave from the Locust on guitar
and drums, and this bad-ass, long haired,
scary looking metal dude named Travis on
vocals. Cattle Decapitation play death
metal, there is no other way to describe it;
it is not grind core, or metal influenced
hard core, it is straight up death metal
with lyrics about death, disease, roadkill,

and other disgusting and evil thing. I recommend this record to metal fans,
because it rules. This is an LP only release
on Satan's Pimp records, that initially
came out as an eictremely limited press
run of 200 on "urinary tract infection" colored vinyl; however the record has since
been repressed on black vinyl with a larger run.
Another new release by a dude from
San Diego is Kid 606's split release with
Christoph DeBabalon on England based
label Fat Cat. Punk kids might know Kid
606 from his re-mix of the Locust's track
"Cattle Mutilation," or the Rapture's
"Notes From the Underground." Kid 606,
however, has been getting a lot of fame in
the underground electronic world lately
due to his recent 10" GQ on the EQ, and
CD Kid 606 and Friends vol. 1. The work
on this 12" expands on the ideas he was
working with on the 10" and CD, in that
he is using samples, clicks, electrical
glitches, and noise to create dense tracks
that range from ambient and intricate, to
abrasive, to straight beats. Although Kid
606's work is pretty abstract, he never
abandons beats altogether, no matter how
non-traditional or
even non-rhythmic
these beats may
be. Christoph
DeBabalon's side
of the 12" is not
as mind blowing
as Kid 606's side,
but it is a nice
compliment. The
two sides work
well together in
that DeBabalon
ranges from ambient sample oriented pieces to
straight ahead
abrasive, beat oriented tracks that
sound akin to
things one might
find on Ambush or OHR releases.
DeBabalon's side misses where Kid 606
succeeds in that DeBablon's tracks don't
delve deep enough into the abstract, and
rely too much on cliche beats, but it's still
a lot of fun. Another good release in Fat
Cat's series of Split LPs, which also
includes a split 12" from Oat Politics and
Process, and one from Ad Vanz and
Gescom.
-Ben Brunnemer

So many bands
are out there busting their asses putting out 7"'s with
press runs of 500,
playing shows to
the same thirty
kids, touring the
country in broken
vans, and loving
every minute of it.

visualization of the film.
Musically speaking, this
piece is amazingly ahead of its
time with its subtle combination
of piano music, military chants,
bells, hissing sounds, voices and
samples of baroque German
songs. The whole piece, which is
surprisingly accessible, foretells
later developments of tape
music and even industrial music
the way artists like die
Einsturzende Neubauten might
have conceived it some fifteen
years ago.
I would strongly encourage
you to buy this seminal piece,
although I am afraid it might be
a bit hard to find since the only
recording I have seen is a visibly
out of print 3" CD that was
released in 1994 by the rather
obscure French label
Metamkine.
The Jim O'Rourke CD, however, is still available. This is
good news for his die-hard fans,
who have been looking forward
to attending his long-awaited
concert at Bard.
-Patrick Foissac
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Room Draw 2000: What You Need to Know
Room Draw 2000: Consider it a Bard
Rite of Passage

change requests were made, and 71 were
granted.
We understand that this is a stressful
process, and we're doing our best to help
in any way we can. Please be in touch
with the Residence Life staff if you have
any questions or concerns. See you at
Room Draw!

Believe me, we know that Room Draw
is stressful, especially for first year students. We've evaluated the process, and
we have been working with members of
the PC Residence Life Committee on ways
to make the actual moments you spend in
the gym at Room Draw a bit less chaotic
Monday, May 1, 2000
and more interesting. So, this year there
will be some changes-but I don't want to
Room Draw 2000 will take place in the
ruin the surprise for you. We've also been Stevenson Gymnasium.
strategic in_trying to get all of your questions answered. The Residence Directors
5:30 p.m.- Room Draw for Squatters
(Fred, Julia and Eva) have been holding
5:45 p.m.- Room Draw for Doubles/Triples
Room Draw information meetings in all of
and Houses 1-8 (the trailers),
the first year residence halls over the past
all class levels are eligible. There are 2
two weeks, and there are three more this
doubles and 1 single in each
week being held in central locations.
house. Groups of 5 should sign up togeth. er for these spaces.
Take advantage of the three remaining
information meetings and times when we
6:45 p.m.- Room Draw for Senior II
are tabling in Kline and the campus cen7:00 p.m.- Room Draw for Senior I
ter to ask questions and look at floor
8:00 p.m.- Room Draw for Junior II
plans for the buildings.
I thought you might be interested in
some statistics from last year's Room
Tuesday, May 2, 2000
Draw process. There were eighty-eight first
year students on the Room Draw waiting
Room Draw 2000 will take place in the
list. 80 were assigned on campus rooms.
Stevenson Gymnasium.
Of the other eight, two students took a
leave of absence and six found off cam5:30 p.m.- Room Draw for Junior I
pus housing. Ninety-one room draw room
6:00 p.m.- Room Draw for Sophomore II

The Waiting List will begin once all of the
available rooms are chosen.
Room Draw Information Meetings:
In addition to tabling in Kline and the Post
Office this week, the following Room Draw
information meetings will be held:
Monday, April 24, 2000 5-7 p.m. Kline
Committee Room with Allison Bennett
Tuesday, April 25, 2000 8-9 p.m. Campus
Center 2nd floor meeting room with
Allison Bennett and next year's Houses 18 Peer Counselor. If you're
thinking of living in one of the houses,
come to this meeting!
Thursday, April 27, 2000 9-10 p.m.
Campus Center 2nd floor meeting room
with Allison Bennett.
-Allison Bennett
Director of Residence Life

•BRAVE•

Sexual Assault Awareness month is
winding down, but hopefully everyone
checked out the Clothesline Project, the
art exhibit in Olin, and the info table in
Kline.
Coming up this week:
• Wednesday, April 26: The Speak Out.
Outside Kline, 5-7. This is an important
event for everyone on this campus to
attend. It is an open space for people to
vent about sexual violence. It is run sort
of like an open mic, with people just
stepping up to release themselves.
Survivors traditionally step up to tell their

Errata

stories, but everyone is encouraged to
speak or read something. You might
actually learn something. And ...
Afterwards there will be a March throughout campus to Take Back Bard and
reclaim safety, please join in and make
as much noise as possible.

down to New Paltz to join in their Take
Back the Night which includes a speak
out and a march as well. It is a moving
event on a grand scale. If you are interested in going, contact Melanie
Sutherland, melanieasuther/and@hotmail.com. We will get you there.

• Thursday, April 27: Dai Sil Kim Gibson,
a filmmaker will be showing her documentary about Korean Comfort Women,
look for signs that tell you where. It will
be a unique look into global issues of
sexual violence.

And of course, the BRAVEMovie Series
on Saturday, still up in the air as to the
title, but there will be refreshments and
a discussion.
-Alyn Pearson

•. Friday, April 28: We will be travelling

914-BAKE

avrealty@ulster.net

tty's Coun

~·
KE SI-l

• The article "Bard Rugby Bleeds over
Sacred Heart" in the last issue of the
Observer was written by Jacob Cottingham,
not John Garrett, as the by-line indicated.
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RealEstateBroker
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• "Women" was misspelled as "womyn" in
the Women's Alliance column in the last
issue. The printing of "women" as
"womyn" resulted from an accidental
tepographical error. No affront to feminism
was intended.

7:00 p.m.- Room Draw for Sophomore I
7:30 p.m.- Room Draw for First Year
Students

• Homemade pies

• Croissants

• Cookies

• Muffins

• Breads

• Scones

• Donuts
• All-Occasion Cakes
• Gourmet Gift Baskets

46 W. MARKET ST. RED HOOK, NY 12571
email: bakeshop@ulster.net • ·www.terrysbakeshop.com

12 oz. Coffee & Donut only $1 w / student id
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12South Broadway
- P.O.Box8
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ALTERNATIVE
BOOKS
HudsonValley's Premier
Destinationfor the
DiscriminatingBookLover

fine books bought & sold
35 North FrontSt, Kingston,NV
(914) 331-5439
atterna@ulster.net
• www.aHemativebks.com
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A Shortage in Ho~sing?: Many students are concerned about the seemingly never-ending 'housing crisis.' What will next semester bring?

Letters to the Editor and Community
A Message from
Counseling Services
There has been some confusion among students regarding
the information shared by the
President in last night's community meeting regarding Nick's relationship with the Counseling
Service. The information shared
by the President was very general, and included nothing more
than Nick himself had shared
with students. It was felt important that all available information
be clarified in order to prevent the
spread of rumors. I want to
stress that the content of his
meetings remains absolutely confidential, and that the right to confidentiality extends after death.
-Dorothy Dow Crane, CSW
Director of the Counseling Service
Counseling is available for
walk-ins during- regular hours,
Monday through Friday. The
Counseling offices are located in
Health Services, in Robbins.
Please don't hesitate to get help
if you are feeling troubled.
Student Life Committee continued from page 24 ...
plan is impractical. Keeping
Albee on line for at least the proximate semester ensures that studio temp dorm could be opened
up to art majors, the students for
whom the space was originally
intended. By giving Albee over to
purely academic endeavors,
Stone Row students loose the
only remaining kitchen and
lounge area available for their
use. Furthermore, the entire student body looses one of the last
remaining intimate spaces for
social interaction on campus.
It is shameful that the needs
of students are so blatantly disregarded. The usage of trailers as
replacement dormitories should
at the very least decrease, and at
best cease. The Science
Department's claims on Albee
can not outweigh those of students, as Albee holds one of our
last remaining social spaces and
houses over thirty students. In
light of the fact that Bard students pay in excess of $30,000 a
year (which in case you were
interested, is $10,000 more than
real annual per capita income in
the United States}, it is unconscionable that the administration
expects students to be anything
other than outraged at the current state of Bard housing. We
(the Student Life Committee) have

suggested·the following courses
of action in a meeting with Erin
Car.nan:

To all Faculty,

1. That Bard searches for off campus spaces that can be reserved
for returning students.
2. That the number of students
assigned to temporary trailer

My name is Anuradha
Kumar, and I am the chair of the
Educational Policies Committee
for this academic year. I am writing to you because I am con-

stands.

"It is shameful that the
needs of students·areso
blatantlydisregarded.The
usageof trailersas replacement dormatoriesshouldat
the very least decrease,and
at best cease"
-Student Life Committee
housing be limited to three.

3. That the administration informs
students of intended plans for
new dormitories.
4. That Albee be preserved as a
student dormitory and social center.
Our hope is twofold, that students
feel empowered enough to let
their voices be heard and that
administrators are receptive
enough not only to listen to students' concerns, but in fact, to
act upon them.
-The Bard College Student Life
Committee
Mary Molina, Chair
Elizabeth Murphy
Bianca D'Allesandro
Melissa Stultz
Katherine Gulley
Matt Ayers
Malani Ranganathan
EPCCalls for More Student
Participation in Academic Changes
Concerned about the Educational
Policy Committee's effectiveness
on this campus, the members
and the chair of the EPC met to
discuss the future of the committee. As chair of the EPC, I, along
with members of the central committee, met with Dean Levine to
voice our concern about the
decreasing student role in decisions made at Bard. The following
letter is written to the faculty at
Bard for similar reasons; to voice
our concern as we/I as offer ways
to improve the situation as it now

cerned about the effectiveness of
the EPC as the liaison between
the student body and the faculty. I
believe that the primary role of
the EPC is to keep students
informed of changes that are
being considered in academic
divisions, and to ensure that student input is taken into consideration while these changes are taking place.
The EPC is the primary formal connection that students
have with their department and
division. I feel that for several reasons, outlined below, the EPC has
not been very effective this past
year. The EPC met a week ago,
and discussed ways that we could
improve the situation. We are
determined to have a more active
role in the educational policies of
this campus, but we need your
support in order for our participation to work.
For the past few years the
EPC has focused on student input
in the evaluation of professors.
We have consistently contributed
oral testimony, and written summaries of faculty files. However, a
vital part of the process is that
the EPC receive copies of evaluations written and submitted by
the faculty evaluators, and the
faculty evaluation review committee.
This is the only opportunity
students have to ensure that their
opinions are reflected in the final
reports, and if not, to be able to
append to the reports. This has
not happened. This is an integral
part of the process and after rais-

ing this concern with Dean
Levine, I hope that this will be
remedied. However it is the
responsibility of the FE's and the
FERCto ensure that a copy of
their reports are sent to the EPC.
There could also be vastly
more communication between
the EPCand faculty. Thus far, it is
only after changes are made, and
frequently, only when it directly
applies to an individual, that a
student is informed of an academic policy change. Ideally students would be able to contribute
to discussions of proposals while
the division is considering them.
We should have the opportunity to voice our concerns and our
support for new ideas. The student body would be very receptive
if faculty actively seek student
input and contact the EPCwhen
considering new proposals.
Especially when there is an existing organization of students at
hand, there is absolutely no reason students to be excluded from
involvement in academic decisions.
A prime example of the success of student input and involvement in faculty meetings is the
committee on vacancies (COV).
The two EPC representatives to
the COVattend meetings regularly
and their integration into this
committee has ensured that students have an effective voice in
decisions made. Based on this
success we aim for this relationship between the EPCand the

large, as well as enhance students' general awareness of what
is going on in their academic division. It would create an opportunity for fac;ulty to discuss the
semester with students of their
division, as well as serve to introduce the student representatives
to the faculty of each division.
Furthermore, clearly illustrated by the success of the COV,student representatives would regard
their attendance and participation
more seriously, if their presence
at faculty meetings was taken
seriously by faculty themselves.
The elected chair of the EPC
has authorization to attend faculty meetings. Unfortunately, I have
not availed myself of that opportunity so far, and have not pushed
to be informed of any of the dates
and times of divisional meetings.
However, no initiative was taken
from any faculty to get in touch
with any EPC members regarding
these issues. This may be
because the attendance of the
EPCchair at faculty meetings has
not been in effect for a long time,
and has been forgotten, but this
is not acceptable.
I, myself was not fully aware
of the extent to which the EPC
chair could be involved, because
none of my pre-cursors mentioned it when outlining their
responsibilities. I intend for this
trend of negligence to change
both on the side of the student
EPCchair as well as the faculty. I
hope that I will be able to attend
divisional meetings before the
end of this semester to discuss
the role of the EPC, and a way in
which there can be more communication within the existing academic framework.
On hat note, it would also be
extremely helpful to the maintenance and effectiveness of the
EPC, if each division contacts the
chair of the EPCtowards the end
of every academic year, recommending three to five moderated
students who they consider to be
qualified for the Educational
Policies Committee. We thought
this would be useful for two main
reasons.
Primarily, it would make it
more likely that faculty is invested
in the activity of the EPC.

"Especiallywhen there is
an existingorganizationof
students at hand, there is
absolutelyno reasonfor
studentsto be excluded
from involvementin
academicdecisions."
-Educational Policies Committee
faculty at large.
In order to facilitate the communication between students of the
EPC and the faculty of their
respective divisions we thought
that it would be extremely beneficial if the two elected EPC members from each division attend at
least one divisional meeting every
semester. This would allow official
and accurate information to be
reported to the student body at

Secondly, it would help to point
out students that may otherwise
not consider running for the position, and give the EPC chair the
chance to get them involved.
Members of the EPCare elected
by the student body, and are so
chosen because of their visibility
amongst their peers, as well as
their involvement and commitment within their division.
... continued on next page
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In Memory Of
A small plaque in the post omce read:
'In Memory Of Y,'
From his friend, Class of '50
Many rushed by, few took notice.
T'was the class of half century past.

Was he an athlete,
Or a trumpet player?
Or perhaps lived in Manor,
Or took evening walks to Blithewood
Garden?

Times have changed, and as have
they.
Many graduated then, but few remain.
today.
The young adults of then, are in their
70's now.
Who was Y? What was he like in his
day?

50 years from this day,
our faces withered and our hairs grey.
A new building our donations make,
and students generations away,
will briskly rush by our names.
In memory of ... class of 2000.
by L.C. Kelley

I knew not Y,
Nor will I ever meet him now.
But his friends remembered him,
When he was our age.

•

Letters continued . . .
I feel it is imperative that the
members of the EPC,as representatives of the student body,
be engaged in a continuing dialogue with the faculty of their
respective divisions. I hope that
we can work together to make
this possible. Please feel free to
get in touch with me if you have
any questions regarding this letter.
I regret that the year is
almost over, but there is still time
to set the tone for the following
year. I hope we can re-activate
policies that have been dormant,
and implement new policies that
will aid the communication
between the faculty and student
body.
-Anuradha Kumar
Chair, Educational Policies Committee

SJB Solicits Involvement and
Suggestions
My last letter, to the Free
Press, about my concerns with
the SJB was met with much discussion and many comments.
Since writing that letter I have
met with the members of SJB,
Erin Cannan, Dean Levine, Mary
Backland, the Freshman
Leadership Council and spoken
with many other people who are
concerned about the future of the
SJB.
Everyone I've spoken to has
been eager to share their ideas
about SJB with me. As part of an
ongoing dialogue about student
government I think it is important
to share with the community at
large these ideas.
Almost everyone I spoke to
was primarily concerned with the
communication problems that
exist among the SJB members.
To keep everyone up to date we
have decided to have monthly
meetings between Erin and the
chairperson and another one with
the entire SJB. Erin suggested
that an email account would

make it easier for people to get
information on the SJB and begin
the SJB process. The SJB chairperson can now be reached at
SJB@bard.edu. I have already
received a number of emails asking for information about how to
become an SJB member or how
to begin a SJB case. I encourage
anyone with questions or ideas
about how the SJB could function
better to email me.
Another concern amongst
SJB members is how rarely students make use of the SJB. To
remedy this there will be a better
effort next semester to advertise
the SJB. Hopefully we will be
able to educate PC's, BRAVE
members and security guards
about the SJB and the case
process. I will also be working
along with Elizabeth Murphy to
set up a sanctioning board. This
sanctioning board will work with
the DOSOto decide on appropriate sanctions for residential and
other minor student infractions.
We will also work on setting up a
training program for future SJB
members.
Hopefully these and other
changes will help to stop future
problems with the SJB. I would
like to take this time to remind
everyone that there will be at
least four positions open on the
SJB for next year. To get elected
all you need to do is attend the
May forum. Please help me and
the rest of the SJB to keep this
dialogue going, become a part of
the SJB or keep us up dated by
sending your thoughts to us via
email.
-Emily Liechty,
SJB Chairperson
Our Position is ...
In the past couple of weeks
the Central Committee has gone
to great lengths to try to make
both the administration and the
student body aware of concerns
that we have for the college and
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the maintenance of those characteristics of the college which we
feel have made Bard a special
place in the past. We have held
meetings with various administrators and groups of students, and
are publishing a series of letters
in the Bard news publications.
We will continue to do all of these
things, along with others to make
student government both more

ed down from our President, that
for an institution of learning it is
ultimately beneficial to treat students as what they are, adults,
over the age of eighteen. It is our
position that this institutional
belief is being betrayed. Betrayed,
perhaps, unknowingly by an
administration that has fallen out
of the habit of looking to students
for ideas and opinions, and has

"Allowingstudents to exist in their
places of livingwithout an overly
paternal Resident Director and
Dean of Students Office, without
an infringingSecurity, in effect to
allow students greater control of
their homes and community,is an
effective and important way to foster individualscapable of tolerance
and endowed with a public spirit."
-Max Kenner
effective and more accessible to
the student body.
This letter is published
alongside others regarding specific grievances of individual
branches of the student government. Here I would like to outline
the fundamental ideas that lay
behind our concerns, our recent
criticisms, and activity.
All the concerns that we
have had, though they are wide in
range, ultimately hark back to a
belief that students are being
treated less and less as adults
who are capable of making their
own decisions in their dormitories
and on Bard campus, who are
fully able to run their own student
clubs and organizations, and who
are capable of contributing valuably to administrative and educational decisions.
It is our understanding that
it is a fundamental tenet of this
institution, in no small part hand0

the difficult job of running a
school which is rapidly changing
while attempting to maintain
those immaterial things which
have made it unique.
The understandable administrative goals of institutional efficiency, beautification, expansion,
and marketability are all worthwhile but only if they do not lead
to Bard becoming a less exceptional place to live and learn.
In the past couple of years a lack
of student space has become an
increasing concern. The housing
crisis is a prime example of this,
but we are less concerned with a
physical lack of student space
than with a decrease of student
run space. Anyone who has lived
on this campus for the past three
or four years has noticed a dramatic decline in students' freedom within the dorms and
around the campus. While a few
years ago Bard was a place

where a student could walk
around and be sure to find people mingling in public space up
and down the campus, now we
are found either in our rooms or
in bars.
The conversion of the
Tewksbury lounges to housing
last semester has contributed to
this and, in and of itself, is an
outrage. Before, Tewksbury was a
poor place to live, now it is simply
unacceptable. Still, what concerns me most are the inteng\\>\e
things which are lost to the whole
campus by making a place like
Tewksbury sterile. The imminent
loss of Albee and particularly
Albee Social will further make the
campus an undesirable place to
be and live.
The decentralization of main
campus has made Bard a
tougher place for fluid and organic social interaction to exist. The
opening of the Campus Center
precipitated a drought of student
run social space. The loss of
Dekline was a major blow. These
issues would not be paramount if
the Campus Center functioned as
what we thought it would be
while it was under construction, a
Student Center.
As of yet the Campus Center
has not func_tionedas a place
where students are free to socialize and interact on their own
terms. The early closing, the
obsession with cleanliness over
usability, and the segregation of
the game, TV, serving, and dining
rooms have all contributed to the
students' disappointment with
the Campus Center. None of
these things were problems with
the old Dekline, which was also
closer to the library and computer
center.
The restoration of critical social
characteristics of campus life
which were lost with the opening
of the Campus Center should be
a primary goal of student government and activism, as well as the
administration, in the next few
years.
These issues of student
... continued on next page

E'ditorial/opinions
Letters continued . . .
space are not just social issues
or based in students inability to
party on campus. Students come
to Bard to receive an education
and that education does not
occur solely in the classroom.
Our position is that the social
nature of the campus plays a
large role in how an individual is
affected by his or her time at
Bard.
Allowing students to exist in
their places of living without an
overly paternal Resident Director
and Dean of Students Office,
without an infringing Security, in
effect to allow students greater
control of their homes and community, is an effective and important way to foster individuals
capable of tolerance and
endowed with a public spirit.
Placing students in an environment where they are subordinates and are not encouraged to
participate, where they are not
immediately granted a viable say
and freedom in their immediate
community, is not the way to
mold citizens concerned and
involved with the world. In short,
issues of housing and campus
life are hardly isolated from educational ones.
This understanding of student
autonomy as a critical aspect of
our education also makes us
concerned with recent changes
around student government and
student clubs, and the changing
nature of how student involvement is being presented to
underclassmen.
We want, as there has been
in the past, space for students to
operate as academics, organizers, journalists, etc. autonomously or the administration. Bard's
student news publications (again,
for educational, social, and political reasons) are best left in the
hands of an autonomous student
body. Once WXBCgets off the
ground we would like to see it be
run exclusively by students.
Our student organizations,
whether they be the Fantasy
Action Experience, the Queer

Alliance, the Bard Black Students
Organization, or the Student
Labor Coalition, should also be
run by students autonomous
from the administration and
judged and funded by students
via the Planning Committee.
The Entertainment
Committee, a student organization elected by students and
funded by the convocation fund,
should be the primary body bringing popular music to campus.
Those who doubt the capacity of
students to run clubs and accomplish what they set out to without
a paternal figure looking over
them to make phone calls, set
dates, al}d organize students into
action simply have not been looking hard enough.
Just to name a few, the
Student Labor Coalition has
accomplished a remarkable
amount in the last two years,
while its weekly meeting often
hosts twice as many students as
the average Bard class. Another
excellent example in the past few
years has been the Creative
Music Alliance which has brought
to Bard, exclusively with money
provided by the convocation
fund, a remarkable assortment
of improvisational and avant
garde musicians on a regular
basis. The list could go on and
on, however, there is one student
club which is not only extremely
well run but also makes clear the
need for student initiative separate from the administration.
The students who manage
and volunteer for EMS provide us
not only with an essential medical service but also a respect for
our right to medical confidentiality. Students could not maintain
that confidentiality from the
school if EMS was somehow
adopted or institutionalized. Nor
would students have the opportunity to gain the valuable experience of running an organization
of such a serious nature.
If taken seriously by students and administrators, the
student government we have now

Hey, Cheap Condomsat
The Dime Storell

..

........

is wholly capable of playing a productive and positive role on this
campus. Students and their
elected representatives should
continue to be the only ones to
judge student clubs and fund
them accordingly. Student governments' primary need is not
major structural change, but
increased student participation
and regular interaction with the
administration.
The new groups of underclassmen, which have been
organized by various administra-

them I can only say that we are
elected representatives of the
student body and our primary
duty and trust lies with them.
If we feel student life, student government, students' academic experience, or
autonomous student initiative is
being shortchanged, it is our obligation to communicate it not only
the administration, but to the students as well. Members of the
student government as well as
the administration, hold the positions they do for one reason

"The decentralization of main campus has made Bard a tougher place
for fluid and organic social interaction to exist. The opening of the
Campus Center precipitated a
drought of student run social space.
The loss of Dekline was a major blow."
-Max Kenner
tors, can or.ly be positive if they
educate students about student
government, their power within
the institution, and the ways that
they can operate independent of
administrative leadership.
Students do not need to have
their hands held by the administration in order to be successful
with extracurricular activities, nor
do they need their powers and
influence coopted.
Again, not only would these
things be detrimental and poten-

alone: to service the student
body and maintain the integrity
of the institution.
If we are serious about the
democratic process within Bard,
as well as producing citizens who
are serious about it outside of
Bard, it is essential that all of us
who are either paid to service the
students or elected to represent
them be held accountable for our
actions which affect the entire
school. If we are engaged in public service, we must be willing to

tially dangerous for student gov-

hear ourselves criticized publical-

ernment and initiative, bUtwe
feel that they would also make
Bard less an effective place to
learn.
As we make our feelings
public, I worry that those of us on
the Central Committee will be
accused by our friends in the
Dean of Students Office, the
administration, and even the student body, of breaching trust and
harboring ill will between students and administrators. To

ly.
Our concerns are hardly radical or outrageous. To the contrary, they are based solely in a
desire to see Bard continue to be
an exceptional place to both live
and learn. If we come across as
confrontational it is only because
we believe that the changes
which are taking place, which will
make Bard a better or worse
place for those things, are being
made in an abrupt fashion and

have rendered students' opinions
and potential contributions mostly useless.
We must respond when we
feel that students' independence
is withering without any declaration, not to mention action, of
student dissatisfaction. As the
Committee has written, the maintenance, and, ideally, exercise, of
the powers students currently
posses at Bard is our only agenda. We are for an active student
body which is more than willing
to work with administrators at
this school, but is also willing to
initiate dialogue when it is not
requested.
The first of us to submit a
letter to the Free Press and the
Observer, to publically air her
concern for her particular branch
of the student government, was
berated by a higher level administrator who, among insults and
irrelevant accusations of poor
writing, claimed that the rest of
the Central Committee was set to
leave her high and dry if she didn't step back in line.
Well, just as I was amazed
when I joined the Planning
Committee at the level of concern for the college exhibited by
its members and the extent that
they were willing to labor to come
to as fair a distribution of the
convocation fund as possible, I
am now struck by the solidarity of
the Central Committee and its
unanimous concern for the college and c;:ommunity.
Each of the five graduating
members of the Central
Committee has not only served
student government steadfastly
in their time at Bard, but also
been involved with numerous
other organizing bodies, and
worked in and around administrative offices. None of them are
the type to make names for
themselves by denouncing people. They are most likely a collection of students who have as
much love and appreciation for
Bard as any others before them.
-Max Kenner
Chair, Planning Committee

Merrit Bookstore Vol. II
An Independent Bookstore
Located in the Center of Red Hook
Books of All Publishers--Books of All Subjects
914-758-BOOK
Or visit us on the Web at:
www.merrittbooks.com
Readings, Author events, and more ...
Please visit our store in Millbrook for more fine books

Order Envelopes in
The Post Office
We Have Lube and
Dental Dams Tool

Do you like to listen to music? Do you like to eat free
food? Do you like to stay up all night? Then the Observer
is for you! Give us a call at X7131 or drop an email to
observer@bard.edu to find out how you too can enjoy
these luxuries that we can no longer live without.
April 24, 2000 The BardlObserver
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sports/listings
•SPORTS!•

Men's Tennis Squashes
Sarah Lawrence
The men's tennis match
against Sarah Lawrence College
was very close, Bard's best
match of the season thus far.
Bard won 7 out of the 9 matchups, but the best match-up of the
day was the 2nd singles match.
In the match-up, Bard's Nick
Poopson defeated Sarah
Lawrence's K.Marsden 6-2, 4-6,
6-4. K. Marsden showed a great
effort in the second set, but Nick
came out strong in the third set
to clinch the victory.
In 4th singles action Bard's
Nick Zimmerman pulled out a
very close victory over T. Yaps of
Sarah Lawrence 6-3, 3-6, 6-1.
Another fantastic match-up was
the 3rd doubles match. It was
between Bard's Jack Lewis and
Mike Morini against Sarah
Lawrence's T. Yaps and S. Corr.
Jack and Mike came back from a
2-8 deficit to tie it at 10-10, but
Sarah Lawrence won the tiebreak
12-10.

"It was, by far, the closest
match in which I have ever had
the opportunity to participate,"
said Mike Morini about his close
match. The other scores for the
matches were as follows:
-1st singles Biek Satasut(Bard)
defeated V. Mathew 6-3, 6-0.
-3rd singles Alexi Gambis(Bard)
defeated J. Okin 6-0, 6-4.
-5th singles Sergei Teherepnin
(Bard) defeated S. Corr 6-0, 6-1.
-6th singles Drew Schultz(Bard)
defeated M. Klauber 6-1, 6-1.
-1st doubles V. Mathew and K.
Marsden defeated Sergei ·
Teherepnin and David lskhakov
(Bard) 10-7.
-2nd doubles Brian Foote and
Drew Schultz(Bard) defeated J.
Okin and R. Gates 10-8.
In other Men's tennis action
Bard was defeated by Ramapo
college 8-1. Bard's only win was
contributed by 6th singles player,
Brian Foote, who won his match
4-6, 6-1, 6-1. Also on April 15th,
Bard was defeated by
Manhattanville college 9-0. The
best competition on Bard's

The Listings
Help us make an inclusive fist of upcoming events on and
off campus. e-mail sr574.

behalf was given by senior, Nick
Zimmerman, who lost 3-6, 3-6.
Bard's next match is on Tuesday
against SUNY New-Paltz. Good
luck guys!

-Mike Morini

Sports Wrap-up
The Cleveland Browns
picked Courtney Brown as the #1
pick in the NFL draft last week
and signed him with a 45 million
dollar deal ... Browns' president,
Carmen Policy, said of Brown,
"You find someone better, and
that man is Superman."
Toronto Raptor's star Vince
Carter, whom the are already calling the next Jordan, and who is
making his playoff debut, is
rumored to have a cologne
swelling of his sweat in the fall.
The U.S. marble team is
due to face the Brits and the
Germans ... they have the tournament's only female shootersgood luck everyone!
Rik Smits, Indiana Pacers
star and Marist college grad,

announces his retirement.
Charles Barkely ended his
outstanding 16-year career
Wednesday ... "He has what I
call the heart of a champion. He
always played to win," Rudy
Tomjanovich, coach of the
Rockets, had to say about his
star forward.
Larry Bird, who has coached
the Indiana Pacers to one of its

-"How to Avoid Trailers and Other Aluminum-Sided Living
Situations". a.k.a. Room Draw information session. Look
at blueprints and ask about strategies. 4:oo's lecture recommended in conjunction. Kline Committee Rooms, 5-6
pm.

-Mike Morini

Friday, April 28
Seminars: High TechnologyReplaces
Democracywith Plutocracy- Kurt Flexner.Language
Center 118, 7:oo.
-Intergenerational

-Jacob Felnberg's senior concert will include original
compositions for people fil1Qmachines. Blum Hall, 7:30.

Monday,April 24
-Orit Gwirceman, of Rutger's University, will speak on
"Chance? Probability and Deterministic Theory". Olin
310, 4:oo.

best seasons of basketball history, announced that it will be his
last season with the team
The Red Sox are only 2
games away from the Yankees
and the Braves are still ahead of
the Mets.
Thanks.

-Gampel and Tower In Concert! Pieces by Ravel,
Debussy, Stravinski, and Tower. Olin Hall (we should fill it
up), 8:00.

-Bali-Balihan, An Evening of Balinese Food, Music, and
Art. Mask-dancing, Gamelan orchestra, raffle etc. to
benefit an orphanage in Indonesia. Multi-Purpose Room,
7:30.
- Tonight and tomorrow night, at the Wall Street
Playhouse in Kingston, Bard students and others present
Steve Martin's (that's right) play "Picassoat the Lapin
Agile".$5 with student ID, $15 w/o. 292 Wall Street, Old
Town Stockade, Kingston. Box Office hours are Wed.Sat., 3-6 pm. call 340-1357.

Thursday, April 27
-From the Film Committee ..."sex, lies, and videotape", CC
-Spectacular Rummage Sale at St. Johbn's Church in
Upper Red Hook. Something for everyone! Through
Saturday (Fri. 9-4, Sat. 9-1). Today, 6-9 pm.

theater, 7:oo.
"Election" 9:oo

Saturday,April 29
-Intergenerational Seminars: Writer's Workshop: Writing
Out Illness- Bob Seder. Free to Bard Community.
Language Center, 118, 7:oo.
-Michael Cunningham, author of novel The Hours, will
speak Olin Language Center 115, 7:30. Reception in Olin
atrium, 6:45.

Tuesday, April 25

-More Men's Tennis, this time against Mount Saint Mary
College. 4:oo.
-Math/Physics Talk: Some Cool Math in the First
Quantum Theory Problem, with Matthew Deady.
Hegeman 106, 5:oo.
-"Their Own Words: Translators on Translation" series
continues with LydiaDavis. Location remains TBA on
fliers, 8:00.

-Classes In Bang technique (see tomorrow night).
Intermediate, 11:30-l:oo; Advanced, 3:oo-4:oo.
-Italian Studies Program presents "A Night of Love:
Music for the 1608 Medici Wedding" An illustrated lecture will be followed by a recital of music for Renaissance
lute by Victor Coelho, professor of music at the U. of
Calgary. Reception will follow. Olin, 102, 4:oo
-Night #2 of aforementioned play.

-Men's Tennis vs. Western Conneticut State University, if
it's stopped raining. Formal attire requested. Tennis
Courts, 4:oo.

-Capitol Roundup: US House of Reps. Maurice Hinchey
will speak on Washington Politics and respond to your
"political concerns". Curious? Blue Room, 5:30.

-PIE Forum 2000- a panel discussion by students participating in the program. This year's topic- "Sexuality,
Gender, and Democracy in 'Countries in Transition'".
Students from East Central Europe, South Africa, and
Zimbabwe will discuss. Language Center 115, 5:30.

-Junior Class Meeting, with Jonathan Becker and
Maureen Forrestal providing info on scholarships, GRE's,
etc. Kline College Room, 6:00.

Olmo-Stokas show in Fisher.

-Intergenerational Seminar: The Ancient Roman Catholic
"Trident" or Latin Mass- Luis Perez. Language Center
118, 7:oo.

-Orchid, A+ Rock from Baltimore The ConvocationOf and
the Charm City Suicides,and Bard's own A Veces bring
down the Olde Gym once and for all.

-Dr. Nancy Stepan, professor of History at Columbia U.
will speak on "Race and Tropical Medicine: the Strange
Case of Chaga's Disease in Brazil". Olin 201, 6:30.
-Noell Marzullo's moderation concert will include works
for piano by Scarlatti, Mozart, and Chopin. Blum Hall,
7:30.

- "Silence Broken: Korean Comfort Women" by filmmaker
and author Dai Sil Kim-Gibson. The film shatters a
half-century of silence for Korean girls forced into sexual
servitude by the Japanese imperial army during WW II.
Olin 115, 7:oo.

-Meeting to discuss plans to attend the Gay Pride
Millennium March on Washington, which is on April 30.
Campus Center Blue Room, 8:00.

-Balinese Music and Dance, with Gamelan ensembles,
Chandra Kanchana and Giri Mekar, and guest artists.
Olin Auditorium, 7:30,

-More Room Draw info. Campus Center Meeting Room
on the Second Floor, 8-9 pm.

-Photography Lecture. John Pilson will show and discuss
his work. CC Theater, 8:30.

Wednesday, April 26

-The Room Draw Information is ceaseless. Campus
Center Meeting Room, Second Floor, 9-10 pm.

-Speak Out Against Sexual Violence. email ap343 or call
x4600 to be scheduled, or feel free to just show up. in
front of Kline, 5- 7.
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-Senior Photo Opening! In the still-new Woods Gallery.
Good parties=good student spaces. Come see art by
Suzanne Halpern and Alex Dezen. 6 pm.

-Senior Art Opening!YaQlnBetty Chouand Arlana

Sunday,April 30
-Gay Pride MillionsMarch on Washington.In
Washington, DC. (Gan we make a campus annex there?)
See April 25 for the meeting info.
-Slx showsopen at CCS,curated by second-year students in the program. Reception 1-4 pm. (if it's a nice
day, don't miss it.)
-Another Photo opening-Hyla Skopitz's "Key Lime Pie"
in the Campus Center Lounge. 5:oo.

-David Parker and the Bang Group,an innovative dance
company that uses percussive movement and humor,
dramatics, poetry, gender games, etc. will perform. See
yesterday for related workshops, call 758- 7245 for info.
In the Dance Studio, 8:00.
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-Movies-"Election"

7:oo.
"sex,lies, and videotape" 9:oo CC Theater.

Monday, May 1

-Room Draw, tonight and tomorrow. By now, if you wanted information, you've got it.

Tuesday, May 2

.r:

Friday, May 5

5
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-"Fefu and ~r Friends",a play by ·Maria Irene Fornes
and directed by Erin Mee. Performed in conjunction with
several senior projects. In Manor, through the weekend;
look for signs.
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-The American SymphonyOrchestra,conducted by
Guess Who, will perform works by Tcherepnin,
Mendelssohn, and Beethoven, with cellist Robert Martin
and violinist Eric Wyrick. Olin Hall. Preconcert talk begins
at 7:oo.

-Rock Show. Post- bands Tristeza and Arab on Radar in
the Olde Gym. You know when.

Wednesday,May 3
-Senior ProjectsDue. In case anyone needed to be
reminded.

-To celebrate, archaeologist Lawrence E. Stager of
Harvard U. will speak on "PhoenicianPort Power:The
Organizationof Maritime Trade and Hinterland
Production".Stager was involved in the recent discovery
of the oldest known deep-water shipwrecks. Levy institute, 2:oo.

-jDe Guatemala Con Sabor! An evening of Guatemalan
food, music! and performance. Poets wanted, bilingual
poets especially. email Lynne at lp388, or call x4O13.
Multi-Purpose Room.

vs.
-And again, more ...Politfoal sound-collage Negativeland
at night, in the MPR.

Saturday, May 6
-Photography opening at Woods Studio. Cori
Nyland-Southern,Tessa Van der Werff, ar_,dJim Cervelll
will show work. 7:oo.
-Senior Art Show at UBS. Angela Farrell, Brett Beyer,
Fletcher Boote, Sheila Refael, Monte Large, Elizabeth
Strickland, Jess Segall, and Ishmael Randall all show
work at UBS, next to White Horse Liquors in Red Hook , 6
pm.

by Ryan Wheeler

-Senior Art Opening in Fisher. Ferrar Fitzgerald and Lara
Goodman will show work.

Thursday,May 4

-Get tickets now for "Piiiata", an interactive, multimedia
adventure coordinated by Nick Jones. May 13-14. $4
(?this had better be good). Call x4185.

-"Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf?", Edward Albee's play
in three acts, directed and performed by students.
Saturday and Sunday also, no reservations required.

~ ~l~ wr~.

Sunday, May 7

-Open Concert.Students perform whatever they've been
working on. This may be the last o~e of the semester.
Come see what's been going on in that building at 7:30,
Blum Hall.

-More Rock. Electronica Mouse on Mars, in the old gym,
look for signs.

~re\s

Upcoming
New, Usedand
RareBooks

48 Broadway,Tivoli
Wed-Sat1-8 pm
Sun1-7pm

Book Searches

e-mail: village-books
@webjogger.net
~

I

914/757-BOOK

"
Northern Dutchess County's
Largest Bookseller
10% Discount for Bard Students
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• A LETTER TO THE EDITOR from Lena Brodersen•
\I

I'm a resident of Afton, VA and am currently studying at Bard College in upstate
New York. I went to the WTO and IMF protest
with my parents who are in their fifties and
my sister who is fifteen. We had no plans or
intentions to do anything outside the law, yet
we were all arrested in the police roundup of
six hundred people on Saturday April 15.
I wrote the following letter about my
experience and would greatly appreciate it if
you could publish it. (In order to maintain our
democracy, things like this cannot go unacknowledged.)
On Saturday, April 15 I met my family in
front of the Air and Space Museum in
Washington D.C. We planned to go to the
legal protest of the World Trade Organization
and International Monetary Fund the next
day. Having extra time, we decided to walk
around the city'before going out to dinner.
While walking toward the World Bank,
we saw a small demonstration. Lively people
paraded down the sidewalk. We joined the
crowd protesting the prison industrial complex. We'd only been marching for about
twenty minutes, When the police blockaded
our path at the end of a city block on 20th
& K street. I approached a police officer and
asked him where we should go; he grudgingly pointed up the street.
Grabbing my 15-year-old sister's hands,
my family pushed its way to the other end of
the block. It too was lined by three rows of
policemen holding their sticks across their
chests. There was no order to disperse; in
fact we were not allowed to do so. Nobody
knew what was happening or what to do.
The organizers of the protest called out
on their megaphone for everyone to remain
calm. "If one person cracks" they declared
"the authorities will have an excuse to use
violence on all of us".
After being detained for approximately
thirty minutes, the organizers made a formal
request to disperse two by two; however, the
request was ignored. The police chief then
ordered all the press to leave. I was afraid
that they were about to use violence. About
twenty minutes later, the police began arresting everyone in the blockade.
The arrests took a while and we waited
in the rain. Some people started drumming
on the gutters, sign poles and empty buckets
and some started dancing and singing things

such as "music is peace," "We'll dance to
jail," and "hay hay, ho ho, we're peaceful and
we want to go".
After three hours my family was finally
arrested. My mom went up with my sister
and me and asked that we be allowed to
stay together. "No," the officer said casually,
as the pulled the handcuffs tighter, "the
younger ones got to go to juvenile hall".
My siste( had tears in her eyes as they
tore her away and I couldn't do anything to
protect her. My mother and I were loaded
onto a school bus, where we were kept handcuffed for the next thirteen hours. I couldn't
lean back on the seat without the sharp plastic handcuffs digging into my wrists.
It was ten hours before we were allowed
to use rest rooms or have the smallest ration
of water. When we asked for a lawyer the
policemen on the bus simply said, "No".
When I asked what we were being charged
with he said ''P.O.P,Pissing Off the Police".
I knew that this was all I could be guilty
of and couldn't help but question what it
means to live in this democracy. Smiling and
pretending to feel normal became my survival mechanism as I sat controlling my frustration and anger.
At about 10:00 a.m. I was moved to a
holding pen, where my hand was handcuffed
to my legs. I trusted the police and did everything I could to comply and be released; yet I
was lied to, abused and stripped of my constitutional rights.
At 11:30 a.m., eighteen hours after the
blockade began, I paid fifty dollars and was
released with a criminal record for "parading
without a permit". My mother and I then
began the search for the members of our
family-the police claimed not to know where
they were.
This experience has left me frustrated
and disillusioned with the police. Police Chief
Ramsey said the police have nothing to apologize for. I believe my family deserves an
apology for this horrible experience. I still
understand and respect the need for police
in our current society.
Yet we cannot call ourselves a democracy if we give the police the power to detain
and abuse six hundred innocent people, as
they did on Saturday, April 15.

Looking Back at Attica, by Michael Haggerty, p. 2
The Bard Prison Initiative presents a provocative program about
the Attica rebellion

Big Box, Small Town, by Matt Dineen, p. 3
Step aside Red Hook, some developers have got plans for the land

A16: Coverage and Commentary, pgs. 4-5
Water Has Its Perks, by Deirdre Faughey, p. 6
Observer News Editor uncovers toxic chemicals in Red Hook water

Thousands of Eyes Pasted Everywhere, by Brian Ackley, pgs. 8-9
An examination of surveillance and creative protest
Send me pies: How old do you think I am? lol ... Where in CT? ... O.K., I'll be wearing a bluish-grey sweater
with a oxford underneath and dark Levi's 505's ... ;)

• A LETTER TO THE COMMUNITY from the Student Life Committee
Due to the continuing housing crisis, it
has come to the attention of the Central
Committee, the Student Life Committee and a
larger part of the Bard community that more
adequate student space, specifically dormitory
space should be provided for students. The
fact that current students and incoming students have and will continue to reside in trailers is unacceptable. It is also unacceptable,
that Albee will be handed over to the Science
Department, and that the new studio dorm
will continue to be a dorm despite the fact
that art majors are starving for studio space.
Students have and will continue to express
their discomfort and discontent. The time has
come for our concerns to be dignified.
Should it be permissible for two students
to be arbitrarily assigned to live in a room so
small that the furniture designated to it can
barely squeeze inside? Is it fair that residents
of such facilities are forced to tread through
murk, rocks and mud, only to reach a community of scantly lit, frantically arranged trailer

•

units which they are expected to call home?
Such is the sad state of affairs in the Bard
Trailer Park. It would behoove the administration at this point to make its primary goal the
comfort and well being of its freshmen and
incoming students. Yet it insists upon exposing students to living conditions which are, in
fact detrimental to their emotional and academic welfare. Although there are plans for a
new dorm that will be completed in January of
2001, existing trailer units will remain and
more may even be added.
Continuing its trend of removing students
from main campus housing (i.e.: Seymour), the
administration plans to take Albee off line,
donating the space to the Science
Department, this coming January. All Albee
residents are expected to move into the new
toaster complex at this time. Studio Temp
Dorm will not be vacated however. Meanwhile
art students in dire need of studio space are
forced to wait yet another semester. Such a

Off Screen, On Stage, by David Janik, p. 11
John Turturro and Katherine Borowitz perform in Olin

Why Helmut Makes Such Good Clothes, by Sameer Reddy, p. 13
The first fashion review ever in the Observer! or at least in recent memory

European and American Musicians Meet, by Melissa Stultz, p. 14
Creative Music Alliance introduces new music into old chapel

Reviews, Reviews, Reviews!, pgs. 16-17

... continued on page 19

Letters to the Editor and Community, pgs. 19-21

There's still time for you to get involved with
the paper. Interested in writing or taking photos for the Observer? Give us a call at X7131
or drop an email to observer@bard.edu.

The Student Government has their say

Men's Tennis Coverage, by Mike Morini, p. 22
Are the Raptor's headed for another winning streak?

The Comics, p. 23
Where's Paperclip this issue? No one seems to know ...

